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Summary
With the advent of the Internet, there is a proliferation of multimedia applica-
tions such as video streaming, Voice over IP (VoIP) and network voice- and video-
conferencing. These applications need Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees, such
as high throughput, low delay and low packet loss for high performance trans-
mission. Many schemes have been proposed for QoS provisioning in a computer
network. It is important to evaluate the performance of these QoS provisioning
schemes. There is a lot of research work addressing the analysis of deterministic
QoS performance. As yet, there has been no general investigation and analysis
of end-to-end stochastic QoS performance. In addition, most previous works on
stochastic QoS performance analysis only considered a server which provides de-
terministic service, i.e. deterministically bounded rate service. Few works have
vii
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considered the behavior of a stochastic server providing variable rate service for
input flows.
In this thesis, a method, referred to as stochastic network calculus, is proposed
to systematically investigate the stochastic QoS performance of various determin-
istic and stochastic servers. The stochastic backlog, delay and output burstiness
under deterministic servers are first derived. This is followed by derivation of
the corresponding stochastic QoS bounds under a single stochastic server. Then,
the input-output characterization of a stochastic server is derived, with which the
stochastic end-to-end QoS bounds have also been derived. For studying per-flow
stochastic QoS, it is proved in this thesis that a deterministic server offering de-
terministic service to an aggregate of flows can be regarded as a stochastic server
for individual flows in the aggregate. Based on this finding, results on the per-flow
stochastic QoS performance are derived under aggregate scheduling.
As a practical application of the stochastic network calculus proposed in this
thesis, the conformance performance of traffic crossing a network is studied to
investigate to what extent a flow is nonconformant to its original traffic specification
after crossing a network with Service Level Agreements. In the literatures this
problem has only been investigated through simulations, whereas, in this thesis,
analytical results on non-conformance probability bounds are derived by applying
the proposed stochastic network calculus.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Quality of Service
With the advent of the Internet, there is a proliferation of multimedia applica-
tions such as video streaming, Voice over IP (VoIP) and network voice- and vedio-
conferencing. These applications need Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees, such
as high throughput, low delay and low packet loss for high performance trans-
mission. While QoS also includes other issues such as availability, security and
reliability, this thesis focuses on throughput, delay and loss. To support QoS
over the Internet, two architectures have been proposed. One is the Integrated
Services (IntServ)[1] standardized by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to
support QoS through admission control and resource reservation. However, there
is a scalability problem for this architecture since all routers in the network have to
1
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maintain per-flow information to support QoS in this architecture. To resolve this
problem, another QoS architecture, Differentiated Services (DiffServ)[2], has been
proposed by IETF. DiffServ is a simplification of the per-flow based IntServ model
and deals with aggregates instead of individual flows inside the core of a DiffServ
network. In this architecture, when a user’s data packets enter the network, they
will be marked with possibly different labels at the edge of the network according
their QoS requirements. Inside the network, the packets will then be treated dif-
ferently based on their marking, which is related to their QoS requirements. Both
the architectures use traffic scheduling as a basic technique to provide QoS in a
network. An IntServ network can be considered as a per-flow scheduling network
where network servers guarantee a certain level of service to each flow, while a
DiffServ network can be regarded as an aggregate scheduling network where net-
work servers provide a certain level of service to each aggregate of flows to support
scalable QoS provisioning. It is important to have a general framework to evaluate
the QoS performance of these QoS provisioning schemes. This issue has attracted
a lot of attention in the networking research community in recent years.
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1.2 Stochastic QoS
1.2.1 Deterministic QoS vs. Stochastic QoS
QoS provisioning can be generally classified as deterministic provisioning and
stochastic provisioning. Deterministic QoS provisioning means that the QoS re-
quirement must be strictly guaranteed, while stochastic QoS provisioning means
that the required QoS can be guaranteed with a certain probability. Deterministic
QoS provisioning can be expressed with the following form:
Pr {Experienced QoS ≥ Desired QoS} = 1 (1.1)
Many methods have been proposed in the literature to derive the worst case bounds
of various scheduling algorithms. The works in [3][4][5] on deterministic QoS per-
formance analysis have been developed into an elegant theory under the name of
network calculus [6]. However, the worst case bounds are often far away from
practical results and QoS provisioning based on the worst case analysis will thus
usually lead to low utilization of network resources. To address this issue, some
researchers have paid attention to stochastic QoS analysis since most multimedia
applications over the Internet are tolerant of performance bound violation with
some small probability. Thus, stochastic QoS provisioning can be expressed with
the following form:
Pr {Experienced QoS < Desired QoS} ≤ ε (1.2)
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It can be seen that deterministic QoS is a special case of stochastic QoS with
ε = 0 for deterministic QoS in (1.2). The focus of this thesis is to systematically
evaluate stochastic QoS over a computer network.
1.2.2 Literature Survey on Stochastic QoS
There is a lot of research work addressing the analysis of stochastic QoS perfor-
mances under different network scenarios. Generally speaking, most previous works
on stochastic QoS performance analysis can be classified into four scenarios.
A. Deterministic Traffic under Deterministic Server
Pioneered by Cruz’s works [3][4], some works [7][8][5] have studied the determin-
istic QoS performance bounds, such as backlog and delay bound, for determinis-
tically bounded traffic under deterministic servers which provide deterministically
bounded service to input flows. The works in this direction have been incorporated
by Cruz [9][10], Chang [11] and Le Boudec and Thiran [6] into network calculus
with the application of Min-Plus algebra [12]. Since the worst case deterministic
bounds are often loose and conservative as shown in [13], the resulting low utiliza-
tion of network resources makes these deterministic bounds unsuitable for practical
application. To solve this problem, some other works [14][15][16][17][18] studied the
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stochastic behavior of some specific schedulers fed with deterministically-bounded
input traffic. Kesidis and Konstantopoulos in [19] obtained a probabilistic bound on
buffer overflow for independently-shaped arrival processes by using Palm calculus.
Some stochastic bounds for multiplexing independent regulated traffic are obtained
in [20]. Some other works [21][22][23] applied the Hoeffding bound to determine
the stochastic QoS performance bounds of a sum of independent deterministically-
regulated input flows. Recently, Ayyorgun and Cruz [24] proposed a service curve
model with a loss aspect to allow some packets to be dropped. They defined a
special service curve with loss which can be considered as a subset of the service
curve defined in previous works [9][10][11][6].
B. Stochastic Traffic under Deterministic Server
Kurose [25] investigated the stochastic bounds on backlog and delay under the as-
sumption that the numbers of packets generated by each traffic source over various
lengths of time are stochastically bounded. The per-session end-to-end delay dis-
tribution has also been studied through simulation in [13]. Qiu and Knightly [26]
characterized input traffic with the variance of its rate distribution over multiple
interval lengths and studied the per-connection delay-bound violation probabil-
ity and loss probability under a static priority scheduler. The works [27][28][29]
studied the stochastic QoS performance for stochastically bounded input traffic
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under a constant rate server. The works [30][31] later extended [27][28] to inves-
tigate the stochastic behavior of a GPS server [7] fed with stochastically bounded
traffic. Some recent works [32][33] investigated the probabilistic QoS for determin-
istic servers by proposing a probabilistic definition of burstiness for network traffic
characterization.
C. Deterministic Traffic under Stochastic Server
In all the afore-mentioned works, some deterministic models have been used to
characterize the service provided by some servers. However, there are many servers
which may only provide stochastic service. For example, to avoid the scalability
problem with per-flow scheduling network where each node needs to maintain per-
flow states, aggregate scheduling may be adopted in the network. In such networks,
a service guarantee is provided by a server to an aggregate of flows. To study per-
flow stochastic QoS within the aggregate, it is desirable to study the per-flow
service received from the server. Le Boudec and Thiran [6] have investigated the
deterministic service received from the server under aggregate scheduling, which is
used to study the per-flow deterministic QoS. However, as shown later in Chapter 4,
the server can be regarded as a stochastic server for each individual flow within the
aggregate, which will be useful to study the per-flow stochastic QoS performance
under aggregate scheduling.
Another type of stochastic server is the wireless link in wireless networks [34].
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Due to channel impairment, such links are prone to errors and retransmission. Con-
sequently, the service provided by them will be stochastic in nature. Even in wired
networks, the service provided by a server may also be stochastic. For example,
due to some contention-based MAC protocols, such as ALOHA and CSMA/CD,
the allocated bandwidth to a Ethernet host will be highly affected by the load from
other hosts within the same Ethernet. As a result, the service provided by the host
to its upper-layer applications is stochastic.
Some researchers [11][35][36] have proposed some stochastic models to charac-
terize the variable rate service provided by stochastic servers. Chang [11] proposed
a concept of dynamic F -server to characterize service fluctuation provided to in-
put flows. Recently, there is an effort towards a statistical network calculus by
Burchard, Liebeherr and Patek in [35][36]. They defined an effective service curve
to characterize a stochastic server and studied its behavior and per-flow QoS per-
formance bounds for leaky bucket regulated input flows. However, their stochastic
results on a single node cannot be simply extended to the multi-node case. This
is because they rely on the deterministic arrival envelope to derive the stochastic
backlog, delay and output envelope bounds at each node [35]. As a result, the
stochastic output envelope derived at the first nodes cannot be used directly in the
next node. This thesis not only derives the stochastic output performance at the
first node, but also applies this stochastic output as the input at the next node to
derive stochastic QoS performance in the same way.
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D. Stochastic Traffic under Stochastic Server
Lee in [37] defined a concept called exponentially bounded fluctuation (EBF) pro-
cess to characterize the stochastic server with variable service rate and considered
the behavior of an EBF server fed with EBB input traffic introduced by Yaron
and Sidi in [27]. Knightly [38] has also defined the concept of statistical service
envelope to study the inter-class resource sharing under the strict priority, earliest
deadline first (EDF) [39] and GPS schedulers. Cruz [34] extended the concept of
deterministic burstiness constraint to stochastic burstiness constraint to charac-
terize input traffic and defined a general stochastic server. Recently, Li, Burchard
and Liebeherr in [40] studied the stochastic QoS performance for a flow with an
effective arrival envelope under a server with an effective service curve. However,
due to some difficulties as mentioned in the same paper, an estimation of the busy
period is needed for the analysis. Compared to their work, there is no need for such
an assumption on the busy period in this thesis. Furthermore, Cruz [34] has done
some preliminary work to derive the stochastic backlog bound and delay bound for
a stochastic input flow after passing through a stochastic server. However, it is not
clear from [34] how to derive the input-output characterization of a stochastic server
which is important for end-to-end stochastic QoS analysis. Comparing with Cruz’s
work [34], the input-output characterization of a stochastic server is derived in this
thesis and is applied to analyze various end-to-end stochastic QoS performance. In
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addition, it is shown that a server serving an aggregate of flows can be regarded
as a stochastic server for individual flows within the aggregate under aggregate
scheduling. An explicit form of per-flow service curve under aggregate scheduling
is derived. This result is further applied to investigate the per-flow stochastic QoS
performance for an individual flow under aggregate scheduling. Other comparisons
with related works will be given in the corresponding sections of the thesis.
1.2.3 Problem Statement
As mentioned above, researchers [25][26][38][27][31][17][18] have studied the stochas-
tic QoS performance for some specific schedulers. As yet, there has been no general
investigation and analysis of end-to-end stochastic QoS performance. In addition,
most previous work on deterministic QoS or stochastic QoS performance analysis
only considered a server which provides deterministic service, i.e. deterministically
bounded rate service. Few works [37][34][35][40] have considered the behavior of
a stochastic server providing variable rate service for input flows. Therefore, a
general framework is needed for stochastic end-to-end QoS analysis which includes
both deterministic servers and stochastic servers.
Under this framework, various QoS provisioning schemes can be analyzed to
determine their abilities in stochastic QoS provisioning. It will be a general and
effective theoretical tool for the analysis of end-to-end stochastic QoS performance
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for a flow over a network. It also can be used for admission control to provide a
stochastic QoS guarantee. In addition, it may be used for network dimensioning to
determine the amount of network resources needed for a flow to meet its stochastic
end-to-end QoS requirements.
1.2.4 Overview of the Solution
To address the problem stated above, a stochastic network calculus is proposed
to analyze the end-to-end stochastic QoS performance of a system with stochastic
bounded input traffic over a series of deterministic and stochastic servers. The
input-output characterization of a stochastic server is derived, thus providing an
effective way for end-to-end stochastic QoS analysis. In addition, it is proved that
a server serving an aggregate of flows can be regarded as a stochastic server for
individual flows within the aggregate. Based on this, the proposed framework is
further applied to analyze per-flow stochastic QoS performance in an aggregate
scheduling network.
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1.3 Conformance Study for Networks with Ser-
vice Level Agreements
1.3.1 Conformance Study
As an application of the stochastic network calculus proposed in this thesis, con-
formance performance of traffic crossing a network has been studied. To achieve
some level of QoS assurance, a network will have Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
with its users and neighboring domains which, in general, describe the QoS level
the service provider is committed to provide and the amount of traffic users or
neighboring domains are allowed to send for such a subscribed QoS level. In this
framework, all incoming flows must conform to a certain pre-determined SLA and
conformance is measured by a policer at the ingress router of the network. Based
on the SLA, the network will provide a certain level of QoS to the conformant part
of traffic of these flows. Since all flows of a same class will be aggregated and com-
pete for resources with flows from other classes, they will interact with each other.
Consequently, an interesting and important question arises as to whether a flow
is still conformant to its original traffic specification after crossing a network with
SLA. This problem was first investigated by Guerin and Pla [41] through extensive
simulation. They studied the conformance deterioration caused by interactions
among flows within the same traffic class. They observed through simulation the
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impact of link load, number of cross flows and number of hops traversed by the
flow in their consideration of the conformance deterioration. A detailed literature
review on other related works to this issue will be presented later in Chapter 5.
1.3.2 Problem Statement
The findings in [41] confirm and quantify the expected need for reshaping at net-
work boundaries. However, the underlying factors and to what extent these factors
can cause conformance deterioration are still not clear without analytical analy-
sis. In addition, the work in [41] only considered the impact of interactions within
the same service class ignoring those caused by intra-class traffic. Therefore, an-
alytical results in conformance study are needed for a thorough understanding of
this problem. With the analytical results, it will be possible to evaluate the effect
of different network parameters on the conformance deterioration and to solve or
alleviate the conformance deterioration problem.
1.3.3 Overview of the Solution
To address the problem stated above, the relationship between conformance per-
formance and stochastic burstiness is first established. Then, the properties of a
token bucket shaper and a token bucket meter are investigated since conformance is
enforced by the token bucket shaper at the ingress and non-conformance is checked
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by the token bucket meter at the egress router in a network. Then, the correspond-
ing results on stochastic burstiness derived in the stochastic network calculus are
applied to study the conformance problem.
1.4 Structure of this Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as followings: in Chapter 2, the stochastic
backlog, delay and burstiness of output traffic are investigated for a stochastically
bounded traffic under a single deterministic server. The results under the single
deterministic server are extended to a network of deterministic servers in tandem.
This chapter not only derives the stochastic QoS performance for a single flow, but
also considers the corresponding stochastic QoS performance for an aggregate of
flows.
In Chapter 3, the stochastic QoS performance under a single stochastic server
is derived. Then, a network of stochastic servers in tandem is considered for which
the stochastic end-to-end QoS bounds are also derived.
In Chapter 4, the per-flow stochastic QoS performance under aggregate schedul-
ing is studied. In particular, the server providing service to an aggregate under
aggregate scheduling is proved to be a stochastic server to each individual flow and
the corresponding per-flow stochastic service is derived. Then the per-flow stochas-
tic QoS performance under aggregate scheduling is derived using the theoretical
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results derived in Chapter 3 on the stochastic server.
In Chapter 5, the conformance problem for a network with Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs) is investigated. The relationship between the conformance perfor-
mance and the stochastic burstiness is established. Then the results on stochastic
burstiness increase derived in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are applied to study the confor-
mance problem. In addition, the properties of the token bucket shaper and token
bucket meter are also investigated in order to study the conformance issue.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the summary and contributions of the work presented
in this thesis and discusses some future research directions.
Chapter 2
Stochastic QoS Bounds Under
Deterministic Server
2.1 Introduction
Many methods have been developed to obtain deterministic QoS bounds under dif-
ferent network scenarios. The works in [3][4][5] on deterministic QoS performance
analysis have been developed into an elegant theory under the name of network
calculus [6]. In this chapter, the deterministic network calculus will be briefly
reviewed first. Then, the stochastic QoS performance of a stochastic bounded
traffic under a single deterministic server and a network of deterministic servers in
tandem will be investigated.
15
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2.2 Brief Review of Deterministic Network Cal-
culus
Pioneered by Cruz’s works [3][4], some works [7][8][5] have studied determinis-
tic QoS performance bounds, such as backlog and delay bounds for deterministi-
cally bounded traffic under deterministic servers which provide deterministically
bounded service to input flows. The works in this direction has been incorporated
by Cruz [9][10], Chang [11] and Le Boudec [6] into network calculus with the appli-
cation of min-plus algebra [12]. Network calculus models and analyzes computer
networks using an approach analogous to traditional system theory. In the tradi-
tional system theory, the output of the system can be obtained by the convolution
of the input by the impulse response of the system. It is also found in network
calculus that the output of the system can be obtained by a similar way.
Before presenting a brief review of network calculus, two operators ⊗, ® in
min-plus algebra are defined. The convolution f ⊗ h of two functions f and h
under the min-plus algebra is defined as:
f ⊗ h (t) ≡ inf
0≤s≤t
{f (t− s) + h (s)} . (2.1)
The deconvolution f ® h of two functions f and h under the min-plus algebra is
defined as:
f ® h (t) ≡ sup
s≥0
{f (t+ s)− h (s)} . (2.2)
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An important property for the convolution ⊗ is shown below to facilitate the
proof of later results.
Lemma 2.1. If f is left-continuous and h is continuous, then for any t, there is
some t0 such that
f ⊗ h (t) ≡ f (t− t0) + h (t0) .
This property for the convolution ⊗ is also shown as Theorem 3.1.8 in [6].
To guarantee a certain level of QoS for a flow, the traffic sent by the flow is
limited in some way in network calculus. Particularly, a flow under consideration
is bounded by an arrival curve defined as:
Definition 2.1. (Arrival Curve) [6] Given a wide-sense increasing function α (t)
defined for t ≥ 0, a flow A is said to be constrained by an arrival curve α (t) if and
only if for all s ≤ t :
A (t)− A (s) ≤ α (t− s)
where A (t) denotes the amount of traffic arriving during [0, t).
It has been studied in [6] that a token bucket shaper with token generation rate
r and token bucket depth b can force a flow to be constrained by the arrival curve
α (t) = rt+ b.
A network server in network calculus is characterized using the concept of
service curve which is defined as:
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Definition 2.2. (Service Curve) [6] A server is said to guarantee a service curve
β (t) if for all t ≥ 0,
A∗(t) ≥ A⊗ β(t) (2.3)
where A(t) denotes the amount of traffic arriving in the time interval [0, t), and
A∗(t) is the amount of output traffic in the time interval [0, t).
Throughout the rest of this thesis, the function β is assumed to be continuous on
t as used in [6]. This service curve defines a lower bound on the service provided by
a server, which can be used to model many of schedulers proposed in the literature
[6]. It has been discussed in [6] that most rate-guaranteed schedulers provide a
service curve in the form of




f (t) if f (t) ≥ 0;
0 otherwise
This kind of service curve is also called rate-latency service curve.
It has been summarized in [42] that various schedulers have different latency
terms which are shown in Table 2.1.
The main results in network calculus are the backlog, delay and burstiness
bounds for a flow with an arrival curve after passing through a server offering a
service curve. As can be seen in Table 2.1, these deterministic QoS performance
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Table 2.1: Guaranteed rates and latency terms of some scheduling algorithms
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bounds can be obtained for various schedulers. The main results are shown below.
Theorem 2.1. (Backlog Bound) [6] Assume a server offers a service curve β
to an input flow constrained by an arrival curve α, then the backlog B (t) =
A (t)− A∗ (t) is bounded by
B (t) ≤ α® β (0) ,
where α® β (0) = sups≥0 {α (s)− β (s)} .
The proof is presented in [6].
Before presenting the result on stochastic delay bound, the following definitions
are introduced to facilitate the explanation, which will be used throughout the rest
of the thesis and are also adopted in [34] and [6].
Definition 2.3. Consider a system with α and β as arrival curve and service curve
respectively. The virtual delay at time s is defined as
d (s) = inf {τ ≥ 0 : A (s) ≤ A∗ (s+ τ)} ,
and the maximum horizontal distance between α and β is defined as
h (α, β) = sup
s≥0
{inf {τ ≥ 0 : α (s) ≤ β (s+ τ)}} .
Theorem 2.2. (Delay Bound) [6] Assume a server offers a service curve β to
an input flow constrained by an arrival curve α. Then the virtual delay d (t) is
bounded by
d (t) ≤ h (α, β)
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The proof is also presented in [6].
Theorem 2.3. (Burstiness Bound) [6] Assume a server offers a service curve
β to an input flow constrained by an arrival curve α. Then the output traffic is
bounded by
A∗ (t) ≤ α® β (t)
The proof is also presented in [6]. Another main result of network calculus is
the concatenation property of the service curve.
Theorem 2.4. (Concatenation Property) [6] Consider a flow passing through
a network of N nodes1 in tandem. Suppose each node i provides a service curve βi
to the flow. Then the network provides a service curve to the flow, which is given
by
βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN (2.4)
With this concatenation property of the service curve, the end-to-end determin-
istic QoS bounds can be obtained. For example, the end-to-end delay bound can
be obtained using Theorem 2.2 and the βnet. There is an alternative way to obtain
the end-to-end deterministic delay bound, which is to calculate the deterministic
delay bound at each node and add together all the delay bounds obtained at each
node. However, it has been shown in [6] that the deterministic end-to-end delay
1In this thesis, node and server are used interchangeably.
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bound obtained in the former way is tighter than the one obtained in the latter
way with the help of the concatenation property.
2.3 Network Model
A store and forward network as shown by Figure 2.1 is considered in this chapter.
This thesis assumes a continuous time model with discontinuities at packet arrival
times as also used in [6]. A cumulative function A (t) is used to denote the number
of bits arriving in time interval [0, t] for a network element and use a cumulative
function A∗ (t) to denote the output of the network element in time interval [0, t].
As in deterministic network calculus [6], functions A (t) and A∗ (t) are assumed
to be left-continuous. In addition, this thesis adopts the convention that a packet
is considered to be received only when its last bit has arrived and a packet is
considered out of the system only when its last bit has been transmitted. A packet
can be served only when its last bit has arrived. All server queues are assumed to
be empty at time 0.
2.3.1 Traffic Model
In network calculus, the input traffic is bounded by the arrival curve, which can be
considered as a kind of deterministic constraint. To study stochastic QoS, various
traffic models have been proposed to stochastically bound the input traffic.







Figure 2.1: Network model
A. Exponentially Bounded Burstiness (EBB)
Yaron and Sidi in [27] introduced the concept of Exponentially Bounded Bursti-
ness (EBB) where the arrival process is modeled to be bounded by a decreasing
exponential function. The EBB is defined as follows:
Definition 2.4. (EBB) [27] A flow is said to have Exponentially Bounded Bursti-
ness (EBB) with upper rate ρ and bounding function ke−aσ(a ≥ 0), if for all σ > 0
and all τ ≥ 0, it has
Pr {A (t, t+ τ) ≥ ρτ + σ} ≤ ke−aσ,
where a, k and ρ > 0 are constants and A (t, t+ τ) denotes the number of bits
arriving in time interval [t, t+ τ).
It has been proven in [27] that many types of traffic processes such as Poisson,
Bernoulli and exponential ON/OFF are EBB.
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B. Stochastically Bounded Burstiness (SBB)
Sidi and Starobinski in [28] later extended the EBB concept to a more general
concept of Stochastically Bounded Burstiness (SBB) where the arrival process is
bounded by a more general decreasing function. In particular, let F denote the
function class which contains all the functions f defined on [0,∞) with the following
properties:
(i). f is nonnegative and decreasing;
(ii). for f ∈ F , letting f1 (x) =
∫∞
x
f (u) du, then f1 ∈ F .
Then the SBB is defined as follows:
Definition 2.5. (SBB) [28] A flow is said to have Stochastically Bounded Bursti-
ness (SBB) with upper rate ρ and bounding function f , if there exists f ∈ F and
for all τ ≥ 0 and all σ > 0, one has
Pr {A (t, t+ τ) ≥ ρτ + σ} ≤ f (σ) .
It can be seen that an EBB process is a SBB process with f (σ) = kα−aσ.
C. Generalized Stochastically Bounded Burstiness (gSBB)
While the EBB and SBB models characterize input traffic by its arrival process,
paper [29] extends these concepts to generalized Stochastically Bounded Burstiness
(gSBB) by modeling the input process with its queue length distribution in a virtual
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system with a constant rate server. The virtual system has the same input traffic
and a server with constant service rate ρ. The virtual system is assumed to be
empty at time 0. The system has the same input traffic and a constant rate server.
Specifically, let A (s, t) and Q(A, t, r) respectively denote the amount of traffic
arriving in the time interval [s, t) and the queue length in the virtual server with
constant rate r at time t for the input process. Then, gSBB is defined as follows:
Definition 2.6. (gSBB) [29] Let G be the set of functions on [0,∞) such that
f ∈ G implies that 1 − f is a distribution function. A stochastic process A(t) is
said to have a generalized Stochastically Bounded Burstiness (gSBB) with upper
rate r and bounding function f(σ) if for all σ > 0 and r > 0:
Pr{Q(A, t, r) > σ} ≤ f(σ), (2.5)
where by definition Q(A, t, r) = max0≤s≤t{A(s, t)−(t−s)r} and f (σ) is a decreas-
ing function and f (σ) ≥ 0 for all σ.
Throughout the rest of this thesis, the notation A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 is used to denote
that process A(t) is gSBB with upper rate r and bounding function f . It corre-
sponds to the notation A ∼ (σ, ρ) defined in network calculus [3], which denotes
that A (t) is token bucket (σ, ρ) constrained, or A (t) ≤ ρt+σ. Here, by definition,
it is clear that f is a decreasing function. In addition, this bounding function is
regarded as a measure of stochastic burstiness and a characteristic of the flow.
As shown in [29], many types of traffic can be modeled by gSBB. For example,
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many types of long range dependent traffic can be modeled as Weibull Bounded
[49] and their bounding functions can be used as f under the gSBB model. For
example, for Weibull Bounded long range dependent traffic,
Pr {Q(A, t, r) > x} < Λe−ηxv
for all x > 0, and all t ≥ 0. The parameters Λ (asymptotic constant), η (decay
parameter), ν (index parameter) have the following properties:
Λ > 0, η > 0, 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1.
For Poisson traffic, according to [50], the steady state queue length distribution
of a Poisson traffic flow with fixed packet size and mean arrival rate λ under a
constant rate server with server rate ρ is given by:










Then, according to Loynes theorem [51] for a stationary and ergodic process under
a constant rate server, if Q(A, 0, r) = 0, for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t
Pr {Q(A, s, r) > x} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) > x}
Then, for the Poisson process,
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In addition, it has been shown in [29] that a SBB process is also a gSBB process
but with a possibly larger bounding function. The relationship between gSBB and
SBB has been established by following theorem in [28] and [29].
Theorem 2.5. i. If A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 for some f ∈ F , then A (t) is SBB with the
same upper rate and same bounding function.
ii. If A (t) is SBB with the upper rate r and bounding function f ∈ F , then for
any ε > 0,
A (t) ∼ 〈[g]1 , r + ε〉 (2.6)
where [g (σ)]1 =

g (σ) , if g (σ) ≤ 1;
1 otherwise.
and





f (u) du. (2.7)
In this thesis, the generalized stochastically bounded burstiness (gSBB) [29]
concept is used to model an input traffic process. In addition, it has been shown
in [29] that the gSBB can be used to model many types of traffic which are not
SBB.
An interesting property of gSBB is that for a gSBB input process A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉,
after passing through a constant rate server with rate C > r, its corresponding
output process has the same bounding function as shown in [29]. This property
implies that after passing through a concatenation of constant rate servers, each
having a service rate greater than r, the burstiness of a gSBB traffic flow does not
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increase. In contrast, if the SBB model is adopted for the analysis, one might reach
a completely different conclusion. To show this, we present a proposition which is
Theorem 3 in [28].
Proposition 1. Let A (t) be the input flow of a constant rate server with capacity
C and let A∗ (t) is the output flow of the system. If A (t) is SBB with upper rate
ρ < C and bounding function f, then A∗ (t) is the SBB with upper rate ρ and
bounding function






According to the above proposition, although the output process of a constant
server with a SBB traffic input is also shown to be a SBB process [28], it has a
(possibly much) larger bounding function. As a result, from the SBB analysis,
one might conclude that the burstiness of a traffic flow after passing through the
concatenated system becomes larger and larger. However, if the same input traffic
is modeled with gSBB in the first place, the bounding function of the output
process under the gSBB model will not increase with the number of constant rate
servers. As a result, if the same traffic is modeled with gSBB instead of SBB, even
thought the bounding function for gSBB could be larger than that used in SBB
at the first server, a tighter burstiness increase bound will be obtained. Therefore,
the generalized stochastically bounded burstiness (gSBB) [29] concept is adopted
to model an input traffic process in this thesis. In addition, some other advantages
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of gSBB model over SBB model in stochastic QoS analysis will be shown later.
Another motivation of adopting gSBB is that typical QoS performance metrics
such as queuing delay and packet loss are directly related to the queuing process.
2.3.2 Server Model
In this chapter, the stochastic QoS performance of a gSBB flow under deterministic
servers is studied. For the deterministic server, the concept of service curve as used
in deterministic network calculus [6] is adopted for analysis. As mentioned earlier
in Section 2.2, the service curve can be used to model many schedulers proposed
in the literature which provide deterministically bounded service.
2.4 Stochastic Bounds Under Deterministic Server
In this section, various stochastic bounds are derived for a gSBB flow transfer-
ring deterministic servers. The single node case is considered first, and then it is
extended to the multi-node case.
2.4.1 Single Node Case
Theorem 2.6. (Stochastic Backlog Bound) Assume that a node offers to a
flow a service curve β(t). Let A(t) be the input process of the flow to the node. Let
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B (t) denote the backlog of the flow at time t. Assume that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then,
for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ f (σ) (2.8)
where Bσmax = α
σ ® β (0) and ασ (s) = rs+ σ.
Proof. In this thesis, it is assumed that A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is contin-
uous. Then, according to Lemma 2.1, for any t ≥ 0, there is some 0 ≤ t0 ≤ t such
that A⊗β(t) = A(t−t0)+β(t0). Let {unionsq0} be the set of such t0. Now, for any t and




{rs− β (s)} = A (t)− A∗ (t)− sup
s≥0
{rs− β (s)} (2.9)
≤ A (t)− A∗ (t)− rt0 + β (t0) (2.10)
≤ A (t)− A (t− t0)− β (t0)− rt0 + β (t0) (2.11)
= A (t)− A (t− t0)− rt0 (2.12)
≤ Q(A, t, r) (2.13)
which is, for any time t and t0,
B (t)− sup
s≥0
{rs− β (s)} ≤ Q(A, t, r). (2.14)
It is found that the relationship (2.14) is independent of t0 and hence it can be





{rs− β (s)} > σ
}
≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) > σ} .
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Since Pr {Q(A, t, r) > σ} ≤ f (σ) ,
Pr
{
B (t) > sup
s≥0
{rs− β (s)}+ σ
}
≤ f (σ) .
Now, letting ασ (s) = rs+ σ and Bσmax = sups≥0 {ασ (s)− β (s)} ,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ f (σ)
which completes the proof.
Remark (Advantages of gSBB model): One may ask here why this thesis
needs to use gSBB instead of SBB for traffic modelling. To address this question,
let us examine the steps in the proof of Theorem 2.6. According to inequality
(2.12),
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ Pr {A (t)− A (t0)− r (t− t0) ≥ σ} (2.15)
However, if SBB is used to model input traffic process, for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t
Pr {A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s) > σ} ≤ f (σ) (2.16)
However, s cannot be replaced with t0 in inequality (2.16) to obtain inequality
(2.15) since t0 here is a special random variable which should make A ⊗ β(t) =
A(t− t0) + β(t0). Therefore, if SBB model is used, it is difficult to obtain
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ f (σ) .
In contrast, with gSBB model, from inequality (2.12) to inequality (2.13), the t0
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disappears since for all such t0




{A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s)} ≥ σ
}
= Pr {Q(A, t, r) > σ}
Then,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) > σ}
≤ f (σ)
The gSBB model will also help solve similar problems in other theorems shown
later. This approach solves the first difficulty discussed in [40] since the effective
envelope used in [40] can be regarded as a special case of the SBB model.
The deterministic result on backlog bound obtained in the literature can be
derived from Theorem 2.6. For token bucket (r, σth) constrained traffic A,




1 , σ ≤ σth
0 , σ > σth.
(2.17)
Substituting this function to (2.8), then
B (t) ≤ Bσthmax
which is consistent with the deterministic backlog bound obtained in [3] and [6].
Next, the stochastic delay bound of a gSBB flow is studied.
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Theorem 2.7. (Stochastic Delay Bound) Assume that a node offers a service
curve β. Let A(t) be the input process of the node. Let d (t) denote the virtual
delay at time t. Assume that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ f (σ)
where dσmax = h (α
σ, β) and ασ (s) = rs+ σ.
Proof. According to the definition of virtual delay d (t), if event E1 = {dσmax < d (t)}
is assumed to hold, then
A (t) > A∗ (t+ dσmax) . (2.18)
Since A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous, according to Lemma 2.1, for
any t, there is some 0 ≤ s ≤ t+dσmax such that A⊗β(t+dσmax) = A(t+dσmax−s)+β(s).
Let {∫} be the set of such s. Then, according to the service curve definition, for
any time t and some s ∈ {∫},
A∗ (t+ dσmax) ≥ A (t+ dσmax − s) + β (s) . (2.19)
Combining (2.18) and (2.19),
A (t) > A (t+ dσmax − s) + β (s)
and hence
β (s) < A (t)− A (t+ dσmax − s)
= A (t)− A (t+ dσmax − s)− r (s− dσmax) + r (s− dσmax) .
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and
β (s)− r (s− dσmax) < A (t)− A (t+ dσmax − s)− r (s− dσmax)
= A (t+ dσmax − s, t)− r (s− dσmax)
≤ Q(A, t, r). (2.20)
Now, letting ασ (s) = rs+ σ, then
β (s)− ασ (s− dσmax) = β (s)− r (s− dσmax)− σ. (2.21)
According to the definition of dσmax = h (α
σ, β) ,
β (s)− ασ (s− dσmax) ≥ 0. (2.22)
Combining (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22), with the s above,
Q(A, t, r) > σ, (2.23)
which can also be shown to hold for all such s ∈ {∫}, since s disappears in the
above relationship (2.23). Hence have for any t, if event E1 = {dσmax < d (t)} holds,
event E2 = {Q(A, t, r) > σ} holds. With this,
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) > σ} ≤ f (σ) (2.24)
This concludes the proof.
Remark: Following the same approach in the remark of Theorem 2.6, the
deterministic result on delay bound obtained previously in [3] and [6] can also be
obtained from this theorem.
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Next, the output traffic characteristic of a gSBB input after crossing a deter-
ministic server is considered.
Theorem 2.8. (Input-Output Characterization) Assume that a node offers
a service curve β. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process and output process of
the node respectively. Assume that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
A∗(t) ∼ 〈[g]1 , r〉
with
g (x) = f (x− α® β (0))
where α(t) = rt, and α® β(0) = sup
s≥0
{α(s)− β(s)}.
Proof. By definition, Q(A∗, t, r) = max0≤s≤t{A∗(s, t) − (t − s)r}. For any t ≥ 0,
there exists some 0 ≤ s∗ ≤ t with which Q(A∗, t, r) reaches its maximum value.
Let {∫ ∗} be the set of such s∗. Then for any t and some s∗ ∈ {∫ ∗},
Q(A∗, t, r) = A∗(s∗, t)− r(t− s∗) = A∗ (t)− A∗ (s∗)− r(t− s∗). (2.25)
Since A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous, according to Lemma 2.1, for
any s∗, there is some 0 ≤ u ≤ s∗ such that A ⊗ β(s∗) = A(s∗ − u) + β(u). Let
{u} be the set of such u. Then according to the definition of service curve, for any
u ∈ {u},
A∗ (s∗) ≥ A (s∗ − u) + β (u) ,
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applying which to (2.25) and letting α (u) = ru,
Q(A∗, t, r) ≤ A∗ (t)− A (s∗ − u)− β (u)− r(t− s∗)
= A (t)− A (s∗ − u)− β (u)− r(t− s∗ + u) + ru
= A (s∗ − u, t)− r(t− s∗ + u) + ru− β (u)
≤ Q(A, t, r) + ru− β (u) ≤ Q(A, t, r) + sup
u≥0
{α(u)− β(u)}
= Q(A, t, r) + α® β (0) .
Note that the final relationship Q(A∗, t, r) ≤ Q(A, t, r) + α® β (0) obtained above
does not rely on u and s∗ anymore, and hence it can be proved to hold for all
u ∈ {u} and further all s∗ ∈ {∫ ∗}. In other words, for any t ≥ 0, Q(A∗, t, r) ≤
Q(A, t, r) + α® β (0) holds, with which,
Pr {Q(A∗, t, r) > σ} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) + α® β (0) > σ} ≤ f (σ − α® β (0)) .
This competes the proof.
Remark: This theorem can be used to analyze end-to-end stochastic QoS
performance since the output traffic of an upstream server can be regarded as the
input traffic of a downstream server. The paper [29] has also studied the input-
output characterization. It only considers a constant rate server fed with gSBB
input traffic, while a more general result is obtained here since a more general
server is considered here. This theorem indicates that the output traffic of a general
deterministic server still is gSBB traffic, which is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Input-output characterization of a deterministic server
Then the stochastic output burstiness bound can be obtained by using Theorem
2.8.
Theorem 2.9. (Stochastic Output Burstiness Bound) Assume that a node
offers a service curve β. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process and output process
of the node respectively. Assume that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then, for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s) > ασ ® β (s)} ≤ f (σ)
where ασ (s) = rs+ σ, and ασ ® β(s) = sup
u≥0
{ασ(s+ u)− β(s)}.
Proof. Since A∗ (t) − A∗ (t− s) − rs ≤ max0≤s≤t{A∗(t − s, t) − rs} = Q(A∗, t, r),
for any x ≥ 0,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s)− rs > x} ≤ Pr {Q(A∗, t, r) > x} .
Then, letting x = σ + α® β (0) , according to Theorem 2.8,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s) > rs+ σ + α® β (0)}
≤ Pr {Q(A∗, t, r) > σ + α® β (0)} ≤ f (σ) . (2.26)
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Letting ασ (t) = rs+ σ,





(ru− β (u) + rs+ σ)
= sup
u≥0
(ασ (s+ u)− β (u)) = ασ ® β (s) . (2.27)
Combining (2.26) and (2.27),
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s) > ασ ® β (s)} ≤ f (σ) .
This completes the proof.
Remark: Similarly, the deterministic result on output burstiness obtained in
the literature such as [3] and [6] can be recovered from this theorem.
To support scalable QoS, a server may provide service to an aggregate of flows.
In this case, the stochastic performance is investigated for the aggregate which
consists of several gSBB input flows. To study the stochastic QoS performance for
the aggregate, a useful lemma is presented first.
Lemma 2.2. For any two random variables A1 and A2, if Pr {Ai > σ} ≤ fi (σ) for
i = 1, 2, then
a)
Pr {A1 + A2 > σ} ≤ f1 ⊗ f2 (σ)
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b) if A1 and A2 are independent,
Pr {A1 + A2 > σ} ≤ 1− F1 ? F2 (σ)
where Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ) for i = 1, 2, and
F1 ? F2 (σ) ≡
∫ σ
0
F1 (σ − x) dF2 (x) .
Proof. A similar approach in the proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in [29] is used
below to prove the lemma.
General Case:
For any 0 ≤ t ≤ σ, If A1 ≤ t and A2 ≤ σ − t, then A1 + A2 ≤ σ, thus
{A1 + A2 ≤ σ} ⊇ {A1 ≤ t} ∩ {A2 ≤ σ − t}
Hence
{A1 + A2 > σ} ⊆ {A1 > t} ∪ {A2 > σ − t}
Therefore,
Pr {A1 + A2 > σ} ≤ inf
0≤t≤σ
{f1 (t) + f2 (σ − t)}
= f1 ⊗ f2 (σ) .
Independent Case:
Let Gi (σ) be the distribution function of Ai (σ) ,i.e.
Pr {Ai ≤ σ} = Gi (σ) . Then the distribution function of sum of two independent
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random variables A1 and A2 is given by the conventional convolution.




G1 (σ − x) dG2 (x) . (2.28)
Now according to the assumption
Pr {Ai > σ} ≤ fi (σ) , i = 1, 2. Then Pr {Ai ≤ σ} ≥ 1 − fi (σ) . Thus Gi (σ) ≥
1 − fi (σ) = Fi (σ) , i = 1, 2. Since the convolution above is symmetric and Gi, Fi
are increasing function as fi are decreasing function according to Definition 2.5,
then
G1 ? G2 (σ) =
∫ σ
0








G2 (σ − x) dF1 (x) ≥
∫ σ
0
F2 (σ − x) dF1 (x)
≥ F1 ? F2 (σ) . (2.29)
Combining (2.28) and (2.29),
Pr {A1 + A2 ≤ σ} ≥ F1 ? F2 (σ) .
Thus
Pr {A1 + A2 > σ} ≤ 1− F1 ? F2 (σ) .
This completes the proof.
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With Lemma 2.2, it is clear that the aggregate of gSBB flows is also a gSBB
flow. Hence, the corresponding results can be derived for the aggregate under a
server that provides to the aggregate a service curve.
Based on Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.2, the following result on stochastic back-
log bounds for the aggregate can be derived.
Theorem 2.10. (Stochastic Backlog Bound of Aggregate) Assume that a
node offers a service curve β to two input processes Ai, i = 1, 2. Assume that
Ai (t) ∼ 〈fi, ri〉. Let B (t) denote the backlog for the whole aggregate at time t.
Then, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ g (σ)
where Bσmax = α
σ ® β (0) and ασ (s) = (r1 + r2) s+ σ, and
g (σ) = f1 ⊗ f2 (σ)
If A1, A2 are independent,
g (σ) = 1− F1 ? F2 (σ)
where Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ), for i = 1, 2.
Similarly, based on Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.2, the following result on stochas-
tic delay bounds for the aggregate can be derived.
Theorem 2.11. (Stochastic Delay Bound of Aggregate) Assume that a node
offers a service curve β to two input processes Ai, i = 1, 2. Assume that Ai (t) ∼
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〈fi, ri〉. Let d (t) denote the virtual delay for the whole aggregate at time t. Then,
for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ g (σ)
where dσmax = h (α
σ, β) and ασ (s) = (r1 + r2) s+ σ, and
g (σ) = f1 ⊗ f2 (σ)
If A1, A2 are independent,
g (σ) = 1− F1 ? F2 (σ)
where Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ), for i = 1, 2.
Similarly, based on Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 2.2, the following result on output
characteristic of the whole aggregate can be proved.
Theorem 2.12. (Output Characteristic of Aggregate) Assume that a node
offers a service curve β to two input processes Ai, i = 1, 2. Let A(t) and A
∗(t) be
the aggregate input process and output process of the node, respectively. Assume
that Ai (t) ∼ 〈fi, ri〉. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
A∗(t) ∼ 〈[g]1 , r1 + r2〉
where
g (σ) = f1 ⊗ f2 (σ − α® β (0))
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If A1, A2 are independent,
g (σ) = 1− F1 ? F2 (σ − α® β (0)) (2.30)
where α(t) = (r1 + r2) t, and Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ), for i = 1, 2.
Similarly, based on Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.2, the following result on output
burstiness of the whole aggregate can be proved.
Theorem 2.13. (Stochastic Output Burstiness Bound of Aggregate) As-
sume that a node offers a service curve β to two input processes Ai, i = 1, 2. Let
A(t) and A∗(t) be the aggregate input process and output process of the node
respectively. Assume that Ai (t) ∼ 〈fi, ri〉. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s) > ασ ® β (s) ≤ g (σ)}
where ασ (t) = (r1 + r2) t+ σ and
g (σ) = f1 ⊗ f2 (σ)
If A1, A2 are independent,
g (σ) = 1− F1 ? F2 (σ)
where and Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ), for i = 1, 2.
2.4.2 Multi-Node Case
In this subsection, the stochastic QoS performance is investigated for a gSBB flow
crossing a network of nodes in tandem. Suppose that there are totally N nodes
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and each node i provides a service curve βi to the flow. Then, according to the
analysis in [9] and [6], the network provides a service curve to the flow, which is
given by
βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN (2.31)
which is illustrated in Figure 2.3. With this network service curve, the correspond-
ing results can be obtained for the multi-node case by applying the above service









Figure 2.3: A network of deterministic servers in tandem
Based on Theorem 2.7, the following result on stochastic end-to-end delay is
immediately obtained:
Theorem 2.14. (Stochastic End-to-End Delay Bound under Determinis-
tic Servers in Tandem) Consider a flow crossing a path with N nodes in tandem
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and each node i provides service curve βi to the flow. Let A(t) be the input process
to the system. Let d (t) denote the virtual end to end delay at time t. Assume
that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ f(σ),
where dσmax = h (α
σ, βnet) and α
σ (s) = rs+ σ, and βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN .
Similarly, with Theorem 2.8 and (5.2), the following result is immediately ob-
tained.
Theorem 2.15. (Stochastic End-to-End Output Characteristics under
Deterministic Servers in Tandem) Consider a flow crossing a path with N
nodes in tandem and each node i provides service curve βi to the flow. Let A(t)
and A∗(t) be the input process and output process of the system respectively.
Assume that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then A∗ (t) ∼ 〈g, r〉 with
g(x) = f(x− α® βnet (0)),
where α = rt and βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN .
Similarly, with Theorem 2.9 and (5.2), the following result is immediately ob-
tained:
Theorem 2.16. (Stochastic End-to-End Output Burstiness Bound under
Deterministic Servers in Tandem) Consider a flow crossing a path with N
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nodes in tandem and each node i provides service curve βi to the flow. Let A(t)
and A∗(t) be the input process and output process of the system respectively.
Assume that A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s) > ασ ® βnet (s)} ≤ f (σ) ,
where ασ (t) = rt+ σ and βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN .
Remark: Since an aggregate traffic can be treated as a single flow according
to Lemma 2.2, the above result is also applicable to an aggregate passing through
N servers in tandem if there is no cross traffic for this aggregation. No cross traffic
here means no other flow will join the aggregate and no flow in the aggregate will
leave the aggregate along the whole path.
2.5 Summary
To clearly show the relationship between the theorems derived in this chapter, a
relationship map is presented in Figure 2.4. The list of theorems can be found in
Appendix.
In this chapter, the main results of network calculus have been briefly reviewed.
Then, the gSBB traffic model and service curve service model have been intro-
duced. Based on these models, this chapter studied the stochastic QoS perfor-









































Figure 2.4: Relationship map of theorems in Chapter 2
servers. The derived results have also been extended to the aggregation of flows.
The advantages of gSBB model over SBB model in stochastic traffic modelling for
stochastic QoS analysis have been discussed. All results presented in this chapter
are related to the stochastic performance of a deterministic server. In the next
chapter, the stochastic QoS performance for a more general stochastic server will
be investigated.
Chapter 3
Stochastic QoS Bounds Under Stochastic
Server
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are many types of servers that provide stochastic
service. One example is the wireless link in wireless networks, as investigated in
[34]. Due to channel impairment, such links are prone to errors and retransmission.
Consequently, the service provided by them will be stochastic in nature. Even in
wired networks, the service provided by a server may also be stochastic. For exam-
ple, due to some contention-based MAC protocols, such as ALOHA or CSMA/CD
in Ethernet, the allocated bandwidth to an Ethernet host will be highly affected
by the load from other hosts within the same Ethernet. As a result, the service
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provided by the host to its upper-layer applications is stochastic. In this chapter,
a systematic framework will be proposed to investigate stochastic backlog bound,
stochastic delay bound and stochastic output burstiness bound of a system with
gSBB input under stochastic servers. The single node case will be studied first and
then a network of stochastic servers will be investigated to consider the multi-node
case.
3.2 Server Model
The stochastic service curve defined in [34] is adopted in this chapter to study the
stochastic QoS performance of gSBB input traffic. The stochastic service curve is
defined as follows:
Definition 3.1. (Stochastic Service Curve)[34] A system is said to be a
stochastic server providing a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to flow f if for all
t and σ ≥ 0
Pr {A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) > σ} ≤ Γ (σ) (3.1)
where Γ(σ) is a decreasing function of σ and Γ (σ) ≥ 0 for all σ.
In this thesis, when the service curve or stochastic service curve of a server is
given, it is assumed that its corresponding function β (t) is continuous. Clearly,
Definition 3.1 above will become the definition of deterministic service curve as
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shown in (2.3) if Γ (σ) = 0 for all σ ≥ 0. In other words, Definition 2.2 of the
service curve is a special case of Definition 3.1 of the stochastic service curve.
3.3 Single Node Case
The single node case will be considered first.
Theorem 3.1. (Stochastic Backlog Bound) Assume that a server offers a
stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to an input flow. Let A(t) be the input process of
the flow and A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ) (3.2)
where Bσmax = sup
s≥0
{ασ (s)− β (s)} and ασ (s) = rs+ σ.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1, if A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous,
then for any t, there is some s0 ≤ t, such that
A⊗ β (t) = A (s0) + β (t− s0) .
Now, with this s0,
B (t)− sup
s≥0
{rs− β (s)} ≤ A (t)− A∗ (t)− r (t− s0) + β (t− s0)
= A (t)− A (s0)− r (t− s0) + β (t− s0) + A (s0)− A∗ (t)
≤ Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) .
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Since the final relationship obtained above does not rely on s0, following the same
approach used in the proof of Theorem 2.6, this relationship holds for all such s0.





{rs− β (s)} > σ
}
≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) > σ} .
Now, letting ασ (s) = rs+ σ and Bσmax = sups≥0 {ασ (s)− β (s)}, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) > σ} .
Then, based on Lemma 2.2, since Pr {Q(A, t, r) > σ} ≤ f (σ) and
Pr {A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) > σ} ≤ Γ (σ),
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ) .
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. (Stochastic Delay Bound) Assume that a server offers a stochas-
tic service curve (β,Γ) to an input flow. Let A(t) be the input process of the flow
and A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ) (3.3)
where dσmax = h (α
σ, β) = sups≥0 {inf {τ ≥ 0 : ασ (s) ≤ β (s+ τ)}} and ασ (s) =
rs+ σ.
Proof. Since A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous, then according to
Lemma 2.1, there is some t0 ≤ t+ dσmax such that,
A⊗ β (t+ dσmax) = A (t0) + β (t+ dσmax − t0) .
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Then, letting s0 = t+ d
σ
max − t0,
A⊗ β (t+ dσmax) = A (t+ dσmax − s0) + β (s0) .
Now, letting dσmax = h (α
σ, β) , according to the definition of virtual delay d (t)
in Definition 2.3, if event E1 = {d (t) > dσmax} is assumed to hold, then A (t) >
A∗ (t+ dσmax). Letting α
σ (s) = rs+ σ, then
β (s0)− ασ (s0 − dσmax) =β (s0)− r (s0 − dσmax)− σ
< β (s0)− r (s0 − dσmax)− σ + A (t)− A∗ (t+ dσmax)
=
A (t)− A (t− s0 + dσmax)− r (s0 − dσmax)+
β (s0) + A (t+ d
σ
max − s0)− A∗ (t+ dσmax)− σ
≤ Q(A, t, r) + β (s0) + A (t+ dσmax − s0)− A∗ (t+ dσmax)− σ
= Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (t+ dσmax)− A∗ (t+ dσmax)− σ.
(3.4)
According to the definition of dσmax = h (α
σ, β) ,
β (s0)− ασ (s0 − dσmax) ≥ 0,
applying which to (3.4), then
Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (t+ dσmax)− A∗ (t+ dσmax) > σ, (3.5)
which means if E1 = {dσmax < d (t)} holds, then inequality (3.5) holds, under
the chosen s0. Note that in (3.5), s0 disappears. Hence, (3.5) can be proved to
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hold for all such s0 using the same approach as in the previous proofs. Then, it
can be concluded that for any t, if event E1 holds, (3.5) holds, with which,
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (t+ dσmax)− A∗ (t+ dσmax) > σ} . (3.6)
Finally, based on Lemma 2.2,
Pr {d (t) > dσmax} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ) ,
which completes the proof.
Remark: Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 in Chapter 2 can be recovered from Theorems
3.1 and 3.2 respectively. For a deterministic server, Γ (σ) = 0, for all σ ≥ 0.
Applying it to (3.2) and (3.3),
f ⊗ Γ (σ) = inf
0≤s≤σ
{f (σ − s) + Γ (s)} = inf
0≤s≤σ
f (σ − s) = f (σ) ,
since f (σ) is a decreasing function. This shows Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are in agree-
ment with Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 in Chapter 2.
Theorem 3.3. (Stochastic Output Burstiness Bound) Assume that a server
offers a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to an input flow. Let A(t) and A∗ (t) be the
input process and output process of the flow respectively and A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. Then,
for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (t− s)− rs > σ} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ − α® β(0))
where α = rt.
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Proof. Since A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous, then according to
Lemma 2.1, there is some s0 ≤ s such that,
A⊗ β (s) = A (s0) + β (s− s0) .
Then, for the s0 and any 0 ≤ s ≤ t,
A∗ (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s)− α® β(0)
= A∗ (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s)− sup
s≥0
{rs− β(s)} (3.7)
≤ A∗ (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s)− r (s− s0)− β (s− s0)
≤ A (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s0)− β (s− s0)
= A (t)− A (s0)− r (t− s0) + β (s− s0) + A (s0)− A∗ (s)
≤ Q(A, t, r) + β (s− s0) + A (s0)− A∗ (s)
= Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (s)− A∗ (s) . (3.8)
Note that the relationship Q(A∗, t, r)− α® β(0) ≤ Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (s)− A∗ (s)
obtained above does not rely on s0. Hence, it can be proved to hold for all such
s0. Then for any t and the s,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s)− α® β(0) > σ}
≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) + A⊗ β (s)− A∗ (s) > σ} (3.9)
According to the definition of service curve,
Pr {A⊗ β (s)− A∗ (s) > σ} ≤ Γ (σ) .
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Then, based on Lemma 2.2, for any t and the s,
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s)− α® β(0) > σ} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ) . (3.10)
Therefore
Pr {A∗ (t)− A∗ (s)− r(t− s) > σ} ≤ f ⊗ Γ (σ − α® β(0))
This completes the proof.
Remark: Similarly, Theorem 2.9 in Section 2.4.1 can be recovered from The-
orem 3.3 by following the same approach as shown in the remark of Theorem 3.2
since a deterministic server can be regarded a special case of a stochastic server.
According to the definition of the SBB, the f⊗Γ (σ − α® β(0)) in the theorem
above can be viewed as the SBB bounding function for the output process. How-
ever, as mentioned in the remark of Theorem 2.6 in Chapter 2, the SBB model will
lead to some difficulties for stochastic QoS analysis. Therefore, the gSBB bounding
function for the output process is needed to facilitate the analysis at downstream
nodes. Note that there is a relation between gSBB and SBB as shown in Theorem
2.5 in Chapter 2. Therefore, the gSBB bounding function for the output process
can be obtained as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. (Input-Output Characterization) Assume that a server offers
a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) with Γ ∈ F , to an input flow. Let A(t) and A∗ (t)
be the input process and output process of the flow respectively and A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉
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with f ∈ F . Then, for any t ≥ 0 and ε > 0,
A∗ (t) ∼ 〈[g]1 , r + ε〉
with




(f ⊗ Γ (σ − α® β (0))) du (3.11)
where α(t) ≡ rt and α® β(0) ≡ sup
s≥0
{α(s)− β(s)}.
Proof. The proof can be obtained directly by Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 2.5.
Remark: One may ask why the gSBB bounding function cannot be obtained
directly for the output. If one tries to directly derive the gSBB bounding func-
tion for the output process after crossing a stochastic server, a similar problem
as discussed in the remark for Theorem 2.6 in Chapter 2 will occur. In partic-
ular, to directly derive the gSBB bounding function for the output process, the
s in all equations from Inequality (3.7) to Inequality (3.8) in the proof of Theo-
rem 3.3 needs to be replaced by s∗, where the s∗ is a random variable that makes
A∗ (t)−A∗ (s)−r (t− s) reach its maximum value at s∗. However, once s is replaced
by s∗, the following inequality cannot hold
Pr {A⊗ β (s∗)− A∗ (s∗) > σ} ≤ Γ (σ) ,
although for any s ≥ 0
Pr {A⊗ β (s)− A∗ (s) > σ} ≤ Γ (σ)
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since s∗ is a random variable. Therefore, the gSBB bounding function for the out-
put process cannot be obtained directly. So, the SBB bounding function for the
output process is derived first, and then its gSBB bounding function can be ob-
tained by the conversion from SBB bounding function to gSBB bounding function
as shown by Theorem 2.5. Due to a similar reason, the concatenation property
of the stochastic service curve cannot be obtained either. Nevertheless, since the
input-output relation for a stochastic server with a stochastic service curve is ob-
tained, the gSBB bounding function for the input at each node can be derived
when studying a gSBB flow crossing a network of stochastic servers in tandem.
Thus, the end-to-end stochastic QoS performance can still be obtained as shown
in next section.
Theorem 3.4 also indicates that the output of a gSBB input passing through a




Figure 3.1: Input-output characterization of a stochastic server
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3.4 Multi-Node Case
This section studies the stochastic QoS performance for a gSBB flow crossing a
network of stochastic nodes in tandem.
Theorem 3.5. (End-to-End Burstiness Increase) Assume a flow traverses
N servers in tandem and each node offers a stochastic service curve (βi,Γi) ,with
Γi ∈ F , i = 1, 2, · · ·, N to the flow. Let A(t) and A∗ (t) be the input process and
output process of the system respectively and A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 with f ∈ F . Assume
the arrival process and services provided by servers are independent. Then for any
















gi−1 ⊗ Γi (σ − αi ® βi (0))) du (3.12)
with αi(t) ≡ rt+ εi−1, i = 1 · · ·N, and g0 = f and ε0 = 0.
Remark: This theorem can be proved by applying recursively Theorem 3.4
and Theorem 2.5.
Then, based on Theorems 3.5 and 3.2, the delay distribution bound at each
node along the whole path can be derived. Then, applying Lemma 2.2, one can
further get the end-to-end delay distribution bound. Formally,
Theorem 3.6. (End-to-End Stochastic Delay Bound) Assume a flow tra-
verses N servers in tandem and each node offers a stochastic service curve (βi,Γi) ,
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with Γi ∈ F , i = 1, 2 · ··, N to the flow. Let A(t) and A∗ (t) be the input process
and output process of the system respectively and A (t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 with f ∈ F . Let
d (t) denote the virtual end-to-end delay at time t. Then for any t ≥ 0,
Pr {d (t) > τ} ≤ Φ1 ⊗ Φ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ΦN (τ)
where
Φi (τ) = g
i−1 ⊗ Γi (dσ,i,(−1)max (τ))
gi−1 (σ) is given by equation (3.12) in Theorem 3.5, dσ,i,(−1)max (τ) is the inverse func-
tion of dσ,imax (·) and dσ,imax (σ) = h (ασ,i, βi), ασ,i (s) = (r + εi−1) s+σ, i = 1, 2, · · ·, N.
Based on Theorems 3.5 and 3.1, one can have backlog distribution bound at
each node along the whole path with N nodes in tandem. Given the buffer size
for each node, one may approximate the corresponding packet loss distribution
bound at each node by using the backlog distribution bound. Then, the end-
to-end packet loss distribution bound can be further calculated from packet loss
distribution bound at each node.
3.5 Discussion
Compared with Cruz’s work [34], the input-output characterization of a stochastic
server has been derived in this chapter, with which the burstiness bounding func-
tion for the output traffic of a stochastic server can be obtained and applied as
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the input to the next server. As a result, one can analyze stochastic performance
in the same way at the next node, thus providing an effective theoretical tool for
end-to-end stochastic QoS performance analysis.
Compared with Burchard, Liebeherr and Patek’s work [35], the first improve-
ment is that a more general result has been obtained in this chapter by using a
general stochastically bounded traffic instead of deterministic input traffic used
in [35]. More importantly, the second improvement is that the stochastic out-
put burstiness result can be directly used at the successive node for stochastic
QoS performance analysis. However, although the authors of [35] also derived the
stochastic output, backlog and delay bound for a deterministic input traffic under
a stochastic server, defined in their way, at each node, their stochastic results for
single node cannot be simply applied at the next node. The reason is that the
analysis in [35] relies on the deterministic input traffic arrival envelope which is
needed to calculate the corresponding stochastic bounds at each node. As a result,
to calculate the stochastic bounds at the second node, they need the determinis-
tic arrival envelope of the input traffic to the second node. In other words, the
stochastic output envelope obtained for the first node has to be converted to a
deterministic traffic envelope before it can be applied to get the stochastic per-
formance at the second node. Therefore, their result on a stochastic envelope for
output traffic does not bring much benefit for analysis at the next node. On the
contrary, this chapter has used the burstiness bounding function to characterize
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input process and derived the corresponding burstiness bounding function for the
output traffic at the first stochastic server, which can be applied directly to analyze
the corresponding stochastic QoS performance at the next stochastic server.
Compared with Li, Burchard and Liebherr’s recent work [40] which extends the
network calculus with effective bandwidth, a different model, gSBB, is used as the
traffic model, while the model used in [40] can be regarded as an SBB model with
a special bounding function. As mentioned in the remark of Theorem 2.6, when
SBB model is used to derive the stochastic backlog bound even for a deterministic





{A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s)} > σ
}
. (3.13)
Given for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t
Pr {A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s) > σ} ≤ f (σ) (3.14)










Pr {A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s) > σ}
To obtain the above bound, they need to assume that there exists a maximum
time scale Tmax, such that Pr {A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s) > σ} = 0 for any s > Tmax.
The time scale is bounded by the length of the busy period of the server at time
t. Although the concatenation property of the stochastic server can be proved based
on this assumption, the major problem is how to determine or estimate the length
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of the busy period for different traffic processes and servers. On the contrary, when





{A (t)− A (s)− r (t− s)} > σ
}
= Pr {Q (A, r, t) > σ} ≤ f (σ)
without knowledge of the time scale of the busy period.
3.6 Summary
To clearly show the relationship between the theorems derived in this chapter and






















Figure 3.2: Relationship map of theorems in Chapter 3
In this chapter, various results of a stochastic network calculus have been pre-
sented. Particularly, the input-output characterization of a stochastic server was
derived. In addition, results on the end-to-end stochastic QoS bounds have also
been derived for a system with multiple stochastic servers in tandem. This chapter
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and Chapter 2 only considered the stochastic QoS experienced by a flow which is
served by a server or a network of servers which perform per-flow scheduling. The
next chapter will consider the per-flow stochastic QoS performance in a network
where each node performs aggregate scheduling.
Chapter 4
Per-flow Stochastic QoS Bounds Under
Aggregate Scheduling
4.1 Introduction
To provide scalable support of QoS in a network, one method is to let each node
in the network provide service to an aggregate of flows. As such, the core node
does not need to maintain per-flow state information. In such a network, each node
performs aggregate scheduling instead of per-flow scheduling. The results obtained
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 may be used to derive per-aggregate stochastic QoS
performance in the network since an aggregate can be regarded as one single flow
according to Lemma 2.2. However, if the interest is per-flow stochastic service
performance, additional work is needed, since it cannot be obtained if per-flow
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service received within an aggregate under aggregation scheduling is unknown.
This chapter will study the per-flow service received within an aggregate under
aggregate scheduling and analyze per-flow stochastic QoS bounds under aggregate
scheduling.
4.2 Aggregate Scheduling with Deterministic Server
The service provided to an aggregate can be either deterministic or stochastic.
This section studies the case where the service provided to the aggregate is deter-
ministic. For example, in DiffServ [2] networks, all flows within the same traffic
class will be aggregated together and share the service provided to the traffic class
(aggregate) by the server. If the server allocates bandwidth among all traffic classes
(aggregates) using the per-flow scheduling algorithms in the Table 2.1, then the
service provided to the traffic class (aggregate) is deterministic.
To study the per-flow stochastic QoS bounds, the per-flow stochastic service
received by each flow within the aggregate under aggregate scheduling is derived.
Theorem 4.1. (Per-Flow Stochastic Service Curve within Aggregation)
Consider a node providing a deterministic service curve β to two flows f and h
which are FIFO-aggregated. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process and output




and Af (t) ∼〈
f f , rf
〉
, where Ai(t) denotes the input process of flow i. Then the flow f receives
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from the node which is,
Pr
{
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ fh (σ)
where βf (t) = β (t)− rht.
Proof. Since A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous, then according to
Lemma 2.1, for any t ≥ 0, there is some s0 ≤ t such that A ⊗ β (t) = A (s0) +
β (t− s0). Let ∫0 be the set of such s0. Then, according to the definition of service
curve, for any t and some s0 ∈ ∫0, A∗ (t) ≥ A (t− s0) + β (s0) . Now for any t and
the s0 above,
A∗f (t) + A
∗
h (t) ≥ β (s0) + Af (t− s0) + Ah (t− s0) .
Since A∗h (t) ≤ Ah (t) ,
A∗f (t)− Af (t− s0) ≥ β (s0)− (Ah (t)− Ah (t− s0)) . (4.1)
Letting βf (t) = β (t)− rht, based on (4.1), for any t ≥ 0 and the s0,
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) = inf
0≤s≤t
{
Af (t− s) + βf (s)
}− A∗f (t)
≤ Af (t− s0) + βf (s0)− A∗f (t)
= β (s0)− rhs0 −
(
A∗f (t)− Af (t− s0)
)
≤ β (s0)− rhs0 − (β (s0)− (Ah (t)− Ah (t− s0)))
= Ah (t)− Ah (t− s0)− rhs0
≤ Q(Ah, t, rh). (4.2)
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Following the same steps, the relationship Af ⊗ βf (t) − A∗f (t) ≤ Q(Ah, t, rh) ob-
tained above can be proved to hold for all such s0 ∈ ∫0. In other words, for any t,
this relationship holds, with which,
Pr
{
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ Pr{Q(Ah, t, rh) > σ} ≤ fh (σ) .
This concludes the proof.
Remark: Conversely, Theorem 4.1 here shows that as far as the service received
by the flow f is concerned, a deterministic server with service curve β fed with an




is equivalent to a stochastic server(
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Figure 4.1: Transformation from a deterministic server to a stochastic server
In addition, this theorem does not assume any relationship between the two
input flows. They can be either dependent or independent.
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In [37], it is shown that there is a similar relationship between an input process
with exponentially bounded burstiness (EBB) and a variable rate server character-
ized by exponentially bounded fluctuation (EBF). This can also be obtained from
the analysis here since it can be shown that EBB is a special case of gSBB and
so is EBF of the stochastic server. While the relationship between EBB and EBF
is drawn from the delay and queue bounds derived [37], the relationship between
a gSBB input process and a stochastic server is derived from the perspective of
per-flow service received.
With the per-flow stochastic service curve presented in Theorem 4.1 and the
results derived in Chapter 3, one can have the corresponding per-flow stochastic
backlog, delay, and output burstiness bounds as shown below.
Theorem 4.2. (Per-Flow Stochastic Backlog Bound under Aggregation)
Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which are FIFO-




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉




Bf (t) > Bf,σmax
} ≤ f f ⊗ fh (σ)
where Bf,σmax = sup
s≥0
{
αf,σ (s)− βf (s)} , αf,σ (s) = rfs+σ, and βf (s) = β (s)−rhs.
Theorem 4.3. (Per-Flow Stochastic Delay Bound under Aggregation)
Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which are FIFO-




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
. Then for any




df (t) > df,σmax
} ≤ f f ⊗ fh (σ)




, αf,σ (s) = rfs+ σ , and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Theorem 4.4. (Per-flow Stochastic Output Burstiness Bound under Ag-
gregation) Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
. Then
for any t, s ≥ 0,
Pr
{
A∗f (t)− A∗f (t− s)− rfs > σ
} ≤ f f ⊗ fh (σ − αf ® βf (0))
where αf (s) = rfs and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Remark: Closely examining the results obtained in Theorem 4.2 to Theorem
4.4, one can see that αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s)− βf (s)} = sup
s≥0
{rfs+ rhs− β (s)}.
This implies that all flows within the aggregate have the same stochastic backlog,
delay and burstiness increase bounds.
Theorem 4.5. (Per-Flow Stochastic Output Characteristic under Aggre-
gation) Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which
are FIFO-aggregated. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process and output process




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
.
Then, denoting by A∗f the output process of flow f from the node, for any t ≥ 0






, rf + ε
〉
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with





f f ⊗ fh (σ − αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (s) = rfs, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s)− βf (s)}, and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Remark: This theorem can be proved by Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 2.5, since
Theorem 4.4 gives the SBB bounding function for flow f from the system, then
the gSBB bounding function for flow f , which is the result of Theorem 4.5 can be
obtained by the conversion from SBB to gSBB as shown in Theorem 4.4.
In the theorems above, there is no assumption on the relationship between the
two input flows within one aggregate, which can be either dependent or independent
of each other. Intuitively, those stochastic bounds would be tighter if the two input
flows are independent of each other.
If the two input flows are assumed to be independent of each other, one can
have the corresponding per-flow stochastic backlog, delay, and output burstiness
bounds as shown below.
Theorem 4.6. (Per-Flow Stochastic Backlog Bound within Aggregation)
Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which are FIFO-




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
. If the two
inputs f and h are independent of each other, then
Pr
{
Bf (t) > Bf,σmax
} ≤ 1− F f ? F h (σ)
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where Bf,σmax = sup
s≥0
{
αf,σ (s)− βf (s)} , αf,σ (s) = rfs + σ, βf = β (s) − rhs,
F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ) , and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ).
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1, if A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous,
then for any t, there is some s0 ≤ t, such that
Af ⊗ βf (t) = Af (s0) + βf (t− s0) .





≤ Af (t)− A∗f (t)− rf (t− s0) + βf (t− s0)
= Af (t)− Af (s0)− rf (t− s0) + βf (t− s0) + Af (s0)− A∗f (t)
≤ Q(Af , t, rf ) + Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) .
Since the final relationship obtained above does not rely on s0, following the same
approach used in the proof of Theorem 2.6, this relationship holds for all such s0.






rfs− βf (s)} > σ} ≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) + Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ} .
Now, letting αf,σ (s) = rfs + σ and Bf,σmax = sups≥0
{




Bf (t) > Bσmax
} ≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) + Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ} . (4.3)
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On the other hand, according to (4.2) in the proof of Theorem 4.1,
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) ≤ Q(Ah, t, rh) (4.4)
Then, combining (4.3) and (4.4),
Pr
{
Bf (t) > Bσmax
} ≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) +Q(Ah, t, rh) > σ}
based on Lemma 2.2, since the two flows are assumed to be independent of each
other,
Pr {B (t) > Bσmax} ≤ 1− F f ? F h (σ)
where F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ) and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) . This completes the proof.
Remark: This stochastic backlog bound 1 − F f ? F h (σ) derived under the
assumption that the two input flows are independent would be tighter than the
bound f f ⊗ fh (σ) derived in Theorem 4.2, since for any f f and fh, it has been
shown in [29] that 1− F f ? F h (σ) is tighter than f f ⊗ fh (σ) .
Theorem 4.7. (Per-Flow Stochastic Delay Bound within Aggregation)
Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which are FIFO-




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
. If the two
inputs f and h are independent, then
Pr
{
df (t) > df,σmax
} ≤ 1− F f ? F h (σ)




, αf,σ (s) = rfs+σ , βf = β (s)−rhs, F f (σ) = 1−f f (σ),
and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ).
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Proof. Since Af (t) is left-continuous and β
f (t) is continuous, then according to





= Af (t0) + β
f
(
t+ df,σmax − t0
)
.









t+ df,σmax − s0
)
+ βf (s0) .




, according to the definition of the virtual delay
d (t), if event E1 =
{
df (t) > df,σmax
}
















< βf (s0)− rf
(
s0 − df,σmax
)− σ + Af (t)− A∗f (t+ df,σmax)
=





βf (s0) + Af
(
t+ df,σmax − s0
)− A∗f (t+ df,σmax)− σ
≤ Q(Af , t, rf ) + βf (s0) + Af
(
t+ df,σmax − s0
)− A∗f (t+ df,σmax)− σ
= Q(Af , t, r
f ) + Af ⊗ βf
(
t+ df,σmax
)− A∗f (t+ df,σmax)− σ.









applying which to (4.5), then
Q(Af , t, r
f ) + Af ⊗ βf
(
t+ df,σmax
)− A∗f (t+ df,σmax) > σ, (4.6)
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holds, then inequality (4.6) holds, under the
chosen s0. Note that in (4.6), s0 disappears. Hence, (4.6) can be proved to hold
for all such s0 using the same approach as in the previous proofs. Then, it can be
concluded that for any t, if event E1 holds, (4.6) holds, with which,
Pr
{
df (t) > df,σmax
} ≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) + Af ⊗ βf (t+ df,σmax)− A∗ (t+ df,σmax) > σ} .
(4.7)




)− A∗f (t+ df,σmax) ≤ Q(Ah, t+ df,σmax, rh) (4.8)
Combining (4.7) and (4.8),
Pr
{
df (t) > df,σmax
} ≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) +Q(Ah, t+ df,σmax, rh) > σ} .




df (t) > df,σmax
} ≤ 1− F f ? F h (σ) ,
where F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ) and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) . This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.8. (Per-flow Stochastic Output Burstiness Bound within Ag-
gregation) Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h which




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
. If the
two inputs f and h are independent, then
Pr
{
A∗f (t)− A∗f (t− s)− rfs > σ
} ≤ 1− F f ? F h (σ − αf ® βf (0))
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where αf (t) = rf t, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s) − βf (s)} , βf (s) = β (s) − rhs,
F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ), and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) .
Proof. Since Af (t) is left-continuous and β
f (t) is continuous, then according to
Lemma 2.1, for any s, there is some s0 ≤ s, such that
Af ⊗ βf (s) = Af (s0) + βf (s− s0) .
Now, for any s ≤ t,
A∗f (t)− A∗f (s)− rf (t− s)− α® βf (0)




≤ A∗f (t)− A∗f (s)− rf (t− s)− rf (s− s0)− βf (s− s0)
≤ Af (t)− A∗f (s)− rf (t− s0)− βf (s− s0)
=

Af (t)− Af (s0)− rf (t− s0)+
βf (s− s0) + Af (s0)− A∗f (s)

≤ Q(Af , t, rf ) + βf (s− s0) + Af (s0)− A∗f (s)
= Q(Af , t, r
f ) + Af ⊗ βf (s)− A∗f (s) . (4.9)
Note that the relationship A∗f (t)−A∗f (s)−rf (t−s)−α®βf (0) ≤ Q(Af , t, rf )+
Af ⊗ βf (s)− A∗f (s) obtained above does not rely on s0. Hence, it can be proved
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to hold for all such s0 for s. Then for any t and s,
Pr
{
A∗f (t)− A∗f (s)− rf (t− s)− α® βf (0) > σ
}
≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) + Af ⊗ βf (s)− A∗f (s) > σ} (4.10)
On the other hand, according to (4.2) in the proof of Theorem 4.1,
Af ⊗ βf (s)− A∗f (s) ≤ Q(Ah, s, rh) (4.11)
Combining (4.10) and (4.11),
Pr
{
A∗f (t)− A∗f (s)− rf (t− s) > σ + αf ® βf (0)
}
≤ Pr{Q(Af , t, rf ) +Q(Ah, s, rh) > σ} (4.12)
Then, based on Lemma 2.2, since Q(Af , t, r




A∗f (t)− A∗f (s)− rf (t− s) > σ + αf ® βf (0)
} ≤ 1− F f ? F h (σ) , (4.13)
where F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ) and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) . This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.9. (Per-Flow Stochastic Output Characteristic within Ag-
gregation) Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and h
which are aggregated. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process and output pro-




with fh ∈ F and
Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
with fh ∈ F . If the two inputs f and h are independent, then






, rf + ε
〉
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with





1− F f ? F h (σ − αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (t) = rf t, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s) − βf (s)}, βf (s) = β (s) − rhs,
F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ), and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) .
Remark: This theorem can be proved by using Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 2.5.
4.3 Aggregate Scheduling with Stochastic Server
The result presented in the previous section assume that the node provides to the
aggregate a deterministic service curve. This section considers a more general case
where the service provided to the aggregate has a stochastic service curve. The
corresponding results of those presented in Section 4.2 can be derived. Formally,
Theorem 4.10. (Per-Flow Stochastic Service Curve within Aggregate)
Consider a node providing a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to two flows f and h
which are FIFO-aggregated. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process and output




and Af (t) ∼〈
f f , rf
〉








Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ Γf (σ) (4.14)
where βf (t) = β (t)− rht and Γf (σ) = fh ⊗ Γ (σ) .
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Proof. Since A (t) is left-continuous and β (t) is continuous, then according to
Lemma 2.1, for any t ≥ 0, there is some s0 ≤ t such that
A⊗ β (t) = A (s0) + β (t− s0) .
Now, for any t and the s0, letting β
f (t) = β (t)− rht,
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) = inf
0≤s≤t
{
Af (s) + β
f (t− s)}− A∗f (t)
≤ Af (s0) + βf (t− s0)− A∗f (t)
= Af (s0)− A∗f (t) + β (t− s0)− rh (t− s0)
=
Af (s0) − A∗f (t) + β (t− s0) + Ah (s0)− Ah (t)
+Ah (t)− Ah (s0)− rh (t− s0)
≤ Af (s0) − A∗f (t) + β (t− s0) + Ah (s0)− Ah (t) +Q(Ah, t, rh)
≤ Af (s0) − A∗f (t) + β (t− s0) + Ah (s0)− A∗h (t) +Q(Ah, t, rh)
= A (s0) + β (t− s0)− A∗ (t) +Q(Ah, t, rh)
= A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) +Q(Ah, t, rh).
Again, following the same steps, the relationship Af ⊗βf (t)−A∗f (t) ≤ A⊗β (t)−
A∗ (t) +Q(Ah, t, rh) obtained above can be proved to hold for all such s0. In other
words, for any t, this relationship holds. Thus, for any t ≥ 0,
Pr
{
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ Pr{A⊗ β (t)− A∗ (t) +Q(Ah, t, rh) > σ} .
Then, according to Lemma 2.2,
Pr
{
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ fh ⊗ Γ (σ) = Γf (σ)
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where βf (t) = β (t)− rht. This completes the proof.
Remark: The per-flow service curve derived in Theorem 4.1, where the service
provided to the aggregate has a deterministic service curve, is also covered by this
theorem. If the server in this theorem is set to be a deterministic server with
Γ (σ) = 0 for all σ ≥ 0, then (4.14) becomes
Pr
{
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ fh (σ)
which is exactly the same as the result derived in Theorem 4.1.
With the per-flow stochastic service curve derived, a set of corresponding end-
to-end per-flow performance results as presented in Section 2.4.2 and Section 5.7.2
can be further derived for the more general case where the service provided to the
whole aggregate is also stochastic. Formally,
Theorem 4.11. (Per-Flow Stochastic Backlog Bound within Aggregate)
Consider a node providing a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to two flows f and h




and Af (t) ∼
〈






Bf (t) > Bf,σmax
} ≤ f f ⊗ fh ⊗ Γ (σ)
where Bf,σmax = sup
s≥0
{
αf,σ (s)− βf (s)} , αf,σ (s) = rfs+ σ and βf = β (s)− rhs.
Remark: This theorem can be proved based on Theorem 3.1 and Theorem
4.10.
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Theorem 4.12. (Per-Flow Stochastic Delay Bound within Aggregate)
Consider a node providing a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to two flows f and h




and Af (t) ∼
〈






df (t) > df,σmax
} ≤ f f ⊗ fh ⊗ Γ (σ)




, αf,σ (s) = rfs+ σ and βf = β (s)− rhs.
Remark: The proof can be obtained based on Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.10.
Theorem 4.13. (Per-flow Stochastic Output Burstiness Bound within
Aggregate) Consider a node providing a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) to two












A∗f (t)− A∗f (t− s)− rfs > σ
} ≤ f f ⊗ fh ⊗ Γ (σ − αf ® βf (0))
where αf (t) = rf t, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s)− βf (s)} and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Remark: Similarly, this theorem can be easily proved based on Theorem 3.3
and Theorem 4.10.
Closely examining the results obtained in Theorem 4.11 to Theorem 4.13, one
can see that αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s) − βf (s)} = sup
s≥0
{rfs + rhs − β (s)}. This
implies that all flows within the aggregate have the same stochastic backlog, delay
and burstiness increase bounds.
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Theorem 4.14. (Per-Flow Stochastic Output Characteristic within Ag-
gregate) Consider a node providing a stochastic service curve (β,Γ) with Γ ∈ F
to two flows f and h which are FIFO-aggregated. Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input




with fh ∈ F and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉






, rf + ε
〉
with





f f ⊗ fh ⊗ Γ (σ − αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (t) = rf t, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s)− βf (s)} and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Remark: This theorem can be proved by using Theorem 4.13 and Theorem
2.5.
Note in for the stochastic server case, we did not consider the case where the
two input flows are independent of each other. The reason is that it is hard to char-
acterize the independence of server process and traffic arrival process. Therefore,
even under the assumption that the two input flows are independent, we cannot
obtain the corresponding results.
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4.4 Discussion
The results presented in this section provide an approach for analyzing end-to-end
stochastic QoS performance of a flow crossing an aggregate scheduling network. In
particular, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, given the bounding function for the stochas-
tic burstiness of each cross flow in the same aggregate of the flow at each hop, one
can first convert each aggregate scheduling server (providing a deterministic or
stochastic service curve to the aggregate) to a per-flow scheduling server (provid-
ing a stochastic service curve to the flow) according to Theorem 4.1 or Theorem
4.10. Then, the end-to-end stochastic QoS can be derived from results presented in
Chapter 3. This approach is intuitively simple and would be useful for analyzing
stochastic end-to-end QoS in aggregate scheduling networks.
In [5], Chang proposed an effective bandwidth model. It is also shown in [5] that
the output process of a FIFO scheduler can be modeled in the same way. However,
the independence among all input flows are crucial for the corresponding input-
output relation results as stated in [5]. Since the output processed from a common
queue are generally dependent on each other, in order to maintain the independence
among input flows at the same downstream nodes, the merged flows in the same
upstream nodes are not allowed to be merged again in the same downstream nodes
in [5]. Therefore, the results obtained in [5] can only be applied to some networks
with special properties in the topology and routing path, for example, the acyclic
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network where the merged flows in the same upstream nodes are not allowed to
be merged again in the same downstream nodes. However, except for Theorems
4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 which are used to obtained tighter bounds, all other theorems
presented so far in this thesis do not have any assumption on the independence
between flows, which means the results obtained in this thesis can be applied to
more general networks.
In this chapter, we only consider two flows case. For N flows case, according to
Lemma 2.2, multiple gSBB flows can be regarded as one gSBB flow. Therefore, in
N flow cases, if we are interested to study the performance for one chosen flow, the
other N-1 flows can be treated as one gSBB flow by Lemma 2.2. The per-flow QoS
bounds for the chosen flow can be obtained by the direct application of results of
the two flows case.
In this chapter, we only consider one node case. For multi-node case, the
stochastic per-flow stochastic service curve can be derived using Theorem 4.1 if
the gSBB bounding functions for all cross traffic on the path are given. Then
results in this chapter can be applied to derive the end-to-end performance.
4.5 Summary
To clearly show the relationship between the theorems derived in this chapter and


































































Figure 4.2: Relationship map of theorems in Chapter 4
In this chapter, the calculus developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 has been ex-
tended to analyze per-flow stochastic QoS performance under aggregate scheduling.
The analysis shows that the server serving an aggregate of flows can be regarded
as a stochastic server for each individual flow within the aggregate under aggre-
gate scheduling. This chapter also derived various results for a special case, which
would lead to tighter stochastic bounds. In summary, the stochastic network calcu-
lus presented in this chapter and Chapter 3 provides a general and effective tool for
the analysis of end-to-end stochastic QoS performance for a flow. It could be used
as an analytical basis for admission control to provide stochastic QoS guarantee.
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In addition, it may be used for network dimensioning to determine the amount of
network resources needed for a flow to meet its stochastic end-to-end QoS require-
ments. The next chapter will present another application of the stochastic network
calculus developed in this and previous chapters.
Chapter 5
Conformance Study in Networks with
Service Level Agreements
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents application of the stochastic network calculus developed in
Chapter 2, 3 and 4.
To achieve a certain level of Quality of Service (QoS) assurance, a network will
have Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with its users and neighboring domains,
which, in general, describe the QoS level that the service provider is committed
to provide, and the specification of traffic that users or neighboring domains are
allowed to send for the subscribed QoS level. For example, in a Differentiated Ser-
vices network [2], all incoming flows must conform to a certain pre-determined SLA
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and the conformance is measured by a policer at the ingress router of the network.
Based on the SLA, the network will provide a certain level of QoS to the confor-
mant part of these flows. Since flows may interact with each other and compete
for resources at each node of a network, an interesting and important question
arises as to whether a flow is still conformant to its original traffic specification
after crossing the network.
This chapter considers conformance deterioration for both individual flows and
aggregates of flows. In some situations, an individual flow needs to negotiate SLAs
with networks along its end-to-end path. In this case, the per-flow conformance
deterioration along its end-to-end path is considered. Another case is also consid-
ered where the individual user only needs to establish an SLA with the first access
network and the access network will negotiate a bulk SLA with its next interme-
diate network for the corresponding aggregate of flows. For example, several users
may subscribe to the same level of service, each has its individual SLA with the
first access network, and traffic from these users are aggregated in the same class.
When such an aggregate exits the first network and enters the next network, the
aggregate will be checked for its conformance based on the bulk SLA between these
two domains.
The problem of conformance deterioration was first investigated by Guerin and
Pla [41] through extensive simulations. They studied the conformance deterioration
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caused by interactions among flows aggregated in the same traffic class. Both per-
flow and per-aggregate conformance deterioration were investigated in [41]. They
observed through simulations the impact of link load, number of cross flows and
number of hops traversed by the flow on conformance deterioration. However,
[41] does not provide any analytical study on what is the extent to which a flow
becomes non-conformant after crossing a network.
This chapter studies analytically the extent to which a flow and an aggregate of
flows become non-conformant in two network scenarios. In particular, this chapter
investigates conformance deterioration in a per-flow scheduling network where net-
work servers guarantee a certain level of service to each flow, and in an aggregate
scheduling network where network servers provide a certain level of service to each
aggregation of flows to support scalable QoS provisioning. Based on a relationship
between the conformance deterioration and stochastic burstiness increase which
will be established in this chapter, analytical bounds on conformance deterioration
probability are obtained for the per-flow and per-aggregate cases. This is based
on the analysis conducted in the previous chapters on the stochastic burstiness
increase of flows crossing various network elements in these two network scenarios.
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5.2 Related Work
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the problem of conformance deterioration was first
studied by Guerin and Pla in [41]. However, their study was conducted only
through simulations and only for intra-class cases. In addition, it was argued in
[41] that the impact of inter-class traffic on conformance deterioration is minimal
by using some scheduling mechanisms such as WFQ which can provide service
isolation among traffic classes. However, as will be discussed later in the remark
for Corollary 5.1, if the packet size of inter-class traffic is large enough compared
with the packet size of the considered flow, the inter-class traffic effect cannot be
ignored. In fact, if the inter-class effect is ignored, the theoretical bounds shown
later in Figures 5.4 to 5.9 would be improved significantly.
Besides [41], there are several other works addressing related issues using differ-
ent methods. The work in [52] investigated the distortion of a Constant Bit Rate
(CBR) flow when it is aggregated with other flows after crossing several network
elements. The work in [53] extended the results in [52] to consider the same issue
with the consideration of variable packet sizes. Although these works studied the
perturbation introduced by aggregation, they are different from the cases consid-
ered in this chapter. In [52] and [53], all input flows have constant bit rates and
their concern was the distortion of such rates caused by aggregation. However,
in this chapter, a considered flow is shaped to conform to a token bucket when it
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arrives at the ingress node and the concern here is to study the conformance dete-
rioration in different network scenarios. Another related work is [54] which studied
conformance deterioration in a radio access network under the UMTS framework.
Although in [54], a conformance deterioration probability was given, it is sub-
stantially different from what will be derived. In addition, the work in [54] only
considered the conformance deterioration at a single constant rate server due to
variable packet size. This chapter, on the other hand, considers the end-to-end
conformance deterioration in different network scenarios.
5.3 Network Model
Consider a network as shown in Figure 5.1. In this network, every incoming flow
under consideration is shaped by a token bucket shaper at an ingress router, whose
token generation rate and bucket size are set based on some pre-determined SLA.
At the corresponding egress router, a token bucket meter with the same param-
eters as the ingress shaper checks the conformance of its outgoing traffic. If the
burstiness of the input flow increases and consequently some packets of the flow
do not conform to the token bucket meter at the egress, they will be marked as
OUT of profile. This chapter is concerned with the conformance deterioration
probability, which is defined as the ratio of the number of OUT packets to that
of received packets recorded in the token bucket meter at the egress router. The
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two network scenarios under investigation are per-flow scheduling networks where
network servers guarantee a certain level of service to each flow, and aggregate
scheduling networks where network servers provide a certain level of service to







Figure 5.1: Network model
For the network shown, each incoming flow under consideration has been shaped
to a certain level of burstiness characterized by the token bucket shaper at the
ingress. As mentioned above, if the burstiness of the flow increases by a large
extent due to interaction with cross traffic after crossing network elements, the
initially conformant traffic may be marked as non-conformant by the token bucket
meter at the egress.
The burstiness increase for a flow after crossing a certain network element was
first studied by Cruz [3][4] in a deterministic framework. Reference [3] obtained
the burstiness of an output flow given the burstiness of the input flow. Some recent
works [6][55] studied the worst-case burstiness increase under aggregate scheduling.
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However, these deterministic bounds on worst-case burstiness increase cannot be
used to obtain the conformance deterioration probability since the conformance
deterioration probability is a stochastic metric. Hence, the stochastic burstiness
increase needs to be investigated in order to determine the conformance deteriora-
tion probability. To study the stochastic burstiness increase of an input flow after
crossing a network, the initial stochastic characterization of the flow before being
shaped by the token bucket is needed. The generalized stochastically bounded
burstiness (gSBB) [29] concept described in previous chapters is used to model an
input traffic process before it enters the network. In this thesis, it is assumed that
the bounding functions for all input flows of interest are known or can be easily
obtained. The service curve concept as used in previous chapters is used to model
a server in this chapter.
5.4 Conformance Deterioration and Stochastic
Burstiness Increase
To analytically calculate the bound of the conformance deterioration probability
for a flow checked by a token bucket meter, the same flow is fed to a virtual
server with a constant service rate that is the same as the token generation rate
of the token bucket meter. This section will establish the relationship between
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conformance deterioration probability and stochastic burstiness increase measured
in the virtual server fed with the same input flow. The following theorem shows
that the probability that a packet is marked as OUT by the token bucket meter is
bounded by the probability that the queue length in the virtual server exceeds the
bucket depth of the token bucket meter.
Theorem 5.1. (Relationship between Non-conformance and Stochastic
Burstiness) Consider a flow fed into a token bucket meter and a virtual constant
rate server respectively. The token bucket has parameters (ρ, σth), where ρ is the
token generation rate and σth is the bucket depth. The constant rate server has
service rate ρ. Then, Pnonconf (t) ≤ PQ(A,t,ρ)>σth where Pnonconf (t) denotes the
probability that one packet is found to be OUT and PQ(A,t,ρ)>σth is the probability
that the queue length Q (A, t, ρ) in the constant rate server exceeds σth.
Proof. Consider the case where one packet arriving at time t has been found non-
conformant by the token bucket. Then, there exists some s < t for which the
amount of traffic arrival during [s, t) satisfies:
A(s, t) > ρ(t− s) + σth
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Therefore,
Pnonconf (t) ≤ Pr {A(s, t) > ρ(t− s) + σth}





{A (s∗, t)− ρ (t− s∗)} > σth
}
= Pr {Q(A, t, ρ) > σth}
= PQ(A,t,ρ)>σth
This completes the proof.
With Theorem 5.1, it is clear that to obtain the bound for the conformance
deterioration probability, one approach is to derive the queue length distribution
of the output flow in the corresponding virtual server. Since the queue length
distribution in the virtual server is characterized by the stochastic bounding func-
tion in the gSBB definition, the bounding function for the stochastic burstiness of
the output flow at the egress of a network is needed, given the initial stochastic
bounding function of the input flow at the ingress.
5.5 Property of Token Bucket Shaper
Since the token bucket shaper is the first network element passed by an incom-
ing flow to the network, the following theorems provide insights into the output
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burstiness of the token bucket shaper, which will be used for subsequent analysis
of conformance deterioration analysis.
Theorem 5.2. (Property 1 of Token Bucket Shaper) Consider a shaping
system with token bucket shaper (ρ, σ). Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process
and output process of the system, respectively. Assume that A(t) ∼ 〈f, ρ〉. Then,
for any t ≥ 0,




f(x) if x ≤ σ;
0 if x > σ.
Proof. Using a method similar to the proof of Theorem 5 in [29],
Q(A∗, t, ρ) ≤ Q(A, t, ρ),
where Q(A, t, ρ), Q(A∗, t, ρ) denote the queue length in the virtual constant server
for the input process and output process, respectively. In addition, the output
traffic is constrained by the token bucket regulator, i.e. A∗(s, t) ≤ ρ(t − s) + σ.
Hence,
Q(A∗, t, ρ) = max
s≤t
{A∗(s, t)− ρ(t− s)} ≤ σ
which implies that, for any x > σ, P{Q(A∗, t, ρ) ≥ x} = 0. This, together with
the above, ends the proof.
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Theorem 5.3. (Property 2 of Token Bucket Shaper) Consider a shaping
system with token bucket shaper (ρ, σ). Let A(t) and A∗(t) be the input process
and output process of the system, respectively. Assume that A(t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 and
r ≤ ρ. Then, for any t ≥ 0,
A∗(t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 .
Proof. Using a method similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2,
Q(A∗, t, r) ≤ Q(A, t, r),
Then
Pr {Q(A∗, t, r) > x} ≤ Pr {Q(A, t, r) > x}
≤ f (x)
Remark: Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 show the input and output relationship for the
token bucket shaper in terms of stochastic burstiness. Theorem 5.2 considers the
case where the upper rate of the input traffic equals to the token generation rate,
while Theorem 5.3 considers the case where the upper rate of the input traffic is
less than the token generation rate. These two theorems also show that the token
bucket shaper preserves the stochastic burstiness to some extent.
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5.6 Conformance Study of Per-Flow Scheduling
Network
This section studies conformance deterioration of a flow after crossing a per-flow
scheduling network. To study the end-to-end conformance deterioration, the single
node case is considered first and then the results are extended to the multi-node
case.
5.6.1 Single Node Case
Theorem 2.8 in Chapter 2 has derived the stochastic burstiness of the output flow
after crossing a node which offers a service curve to the input flow. Then, based
on the relationship between stochastic burstiness and non-conformance derived in
Theorem 5.1 and the stochastic burstiness derived in Theorem 2.8 in Chapter 2, one
can immediately obtain the following theorem on the non-conformance probability
of a gSBB flow after crossing a node which offers a service curve to the input flow.
Theorem 5.4. (Single Node Non-conformance Probability Bound) As-
sume that a node offers a service curve β to its input. Let A(t) be the input
process of the node. Assume that A(t) ∼ 〈f, r〉. The output flow is checked for
its conformance by a token bucket meter with token generation rate r and token
bucket depth σth. Let Pnonconf (t) denote the probability that one packet is found
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to be OUT. Thus,
Pnonconf (t) ≤ f (σth − α® β (0))
where α(t) = rt, and α® β(0) = sup
s≥0
{α(s)− β(s)}.
Reference [56] presents another general server model which is the Guaranteed
Rate (GR) server model. It has been proven that many well-known schedulers
belong to GR (e.g. see [42] and references therein) as mentioned earlier in Chapter
2. The behavior of a GR server is determined by two parameters: a rate R and
an error term E. In [6], it was proven that a GR node has a rate-latency service
curve β(t): β(t) = R(t−E − Lmax,i
R
)+, where Lmax,i is the maximum packet size of
the input flow. Therefore, the following corollary can be directly derived by using
the service curve of a GR scheduler to analyze the stochastic burstiness increase
of a flow after it passes through the GR scheduler.
Corollary 5.1. (Non-conformance Probability Bound under a GR Node)
Consider a GR node with rate R and error term E. Let A(t) be the input process
of the node. Assume that A(t) ∼ 〈f, ρ〉. The output flow is checked for its con-
formance by a token bucket meter with token generation rate ρ and token bucket
depth σth. Let Pnonconf (t) denotes the probability that one packet is found to be
OUT. Given ρ ≤ R, for any t > 0,









where Lmax,i is the maximum packet size of the flow under consideration.
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Remark: For a WFQ scheduler, the error term is E = Lmax
C
, where C is its
total capacity and the Lmax is the maximum packet size among all flows in the same
server. Hence, it has a rate-latency service curve β (t) = R
(




cording to the above corollary, under WFQ, the output traffic burstiness bounding











. From this bounding function, it can be seen that, even
for a WFQ scheduler which can provide service isolation among different service
classes, if the packet size Lmax of inter-class traffic is large enough compared to the
packet size Lmax,i of the flow under consideration, the effect of inter-class traffic on
conformance deterioration of the considered flow cannot be ignored.
5.6.2 Multi-node Case
This section studies the conformance deterioration of a flow crossing a network
of nodes in tandem. Suppose that there are a total of N nodes and each node i
provides a service curve βi to the flow. Then, according to the analysis in [9] and
[6], the network provides a concatenated service curve to the flow, which is given
by
βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN (5.2)
One can get the stochastic burstiness of the output flow after crossing such a
network based on the result derived in Theorem 2.15 in Chapter 2. With Theorem
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2.15 and Theorem 5.1, the following result is immediately obtained:
Theorem 5.5. (Multi-Node Non-conformance Probability Bound) Con-
sider a flow crossing a path with N nodes in tandem and each node i provides
service curve βi to the flow. Let A (t) be the input process of the flow and
A(t) ∼ 〈f, r〉 . The output flow is checked for its conformance by a token bucket
meter with token generation rate r and token bucket depth σth. Then, the non-
conformance probability Pnonconf (t) at the egress is bounded by
Pnonconf (t) ≤ f (σth − α® βnet (0))
where α(t) = rt, and βnet = β1 ⊗ β2 · · · ⊗βN .
By using Theorem 5.2, the gSBB bounding function can be obtained for the
input traffic after passing through the token bucket shaper at the ingress of the
network. Then, the end-to-end non-conformance probability of the output flow at
the egress of the network can be further obtained by applying Theorem 5.5.
5.7 Conformance Study of Aggregate Scheduling
Network
To provide scalable support of QoS in a network, one method is to let each node
in the network provide service to aggregates of flows. By doing this, the core node
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does not need to maintain per-flow state information. In such a network, each node
performs aggregate scheduling instead of per-flow scheduling. This section first
conducts conformance analysis for each flow within the aggregate under aggregate
scheduling, then analyzes conformance deterioration for each aggregate.
5.7.1 Per-Flow in Single Node Case
Following the same approach as in Section 5.6, this section studies the conformance
deterioration by analyzing the stochastic burstiness increase of input flows. The-
orem 2.8 in Chapter 2 derived the stochastic burstiness increase of a flow after
crossing a node offering a service curve. This section focuses on the per-flow con-
formance deterioration under aggregate scheduling, for which the per-flow service
received by a flow within the aggregate needs to be derived. In [6], a deterministic
service curve for this per-flow service was derived and shown below.
Lemma 5.1. (Per-Flow Deterministic Service Curve)[6] Consider a node
serving two flows, f and h which are FIFO-aggregated. Let Ai(t) and A
∗
i (t) be
the flow i (i = f, h) input process and output process of the node, respectively.
Assume flow Ai ∼ (σi, ρi) , i = f, h. Assume that the node guarantees a service
curve β to the aggregate of the two flows. Let αh (t) = ρht+ σh. Define the family
of functions βfθ by
βfθ =
(
β (t)− αh (t− θ))+ 1{t>θ}
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where 1{t>θ} ≡

1 , if t > θ
0 otherwise
.
Then for any θ ≥ 0
A∗f (t) ≥ Af ⊗ βfθ (t)
If βfθ (t) is wide-sense increasing, flow f is guaranteed with service curve β
f
θ .
Base on this per-flow service curve, one can obtain a result on the per-flow
stochastic burstiness increase under aggregate scheduling by applying this per-flow
service curve to Theorem 2.8. Note that the per-flow service curve used in this ap-
proach is a deterministic service curve which is derived under the assumption that
all the input flows are deterministically bounded. In addition, the resulting bound
on conformance deterioration is the worst case bound. Since the traffic model used
in this chapter is a stochastically bounded traffic model, it would be possible to
get a more accurate characterization of the per-flow service in a stochastic form,
which enables tighter bounds to be obtained in conformance analysis.
In the following, the stochastic burstiness increase is first derived for a flow
within an aggregate based on the deterministic per-flow service curve derived in
Lemma 5.1[6].
Theorem 5.6. (Per-Flow Stochastic Burstiness Bound under Determin-
istic Service Curve) Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f
and h which are FIFO-aggregated. Let Ai(t) and A
∗
i (t) be the flow i (i = f, h) input
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process and output process of the node, respectively. Suppose that Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉










gf (σ) = f f
(
σ − αf ® βfθ (0)
)
where αf (t) = rf t, βfθ (s) = β (s)− rh (s− θ)− σh and t > θ for any θ ≥ 0.
Remark: This theorem can be proven using Theorem 2.8 in Chapter 2 in this
thesis and Lemma 5.1. Based on Theorem 5.6 on the per-flow stochastic burstiness
and Theorem 5.1, the following result on the non-conformance probability bound
is immediately obtained.
Theorem 5.7. (Per-Flow Non-conformance Bound under Deterministic
Service Curve) Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f and
h which are FIFO-aggregated. Let Ai(t) be the flow i (i = f, h) input process of
the node, respectively. Suppose that Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉
and Ah(t) is token bucket
bounded by (rh, σh). The output flow is checked for its conformance by a to-
ken bucket meter with token generation rate rf and token bucket depth σth. Let
Pnonconf (t) denotes the probability that one packet is found to be OUT. Then,
Pnonconf (t) = f
f
(
σth − αf ® βfθ (0)
)
where αf (t) = rf t, βfθ (s) = β (s)− rh (s− θ)− σh and t > θ for any θ ≥ 0.
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Remark: The service curve used in this theorem is the worst-case per-flow
deterministic service curve within an aggregate under aggregate scheduling. How-
ever, if the cross traffic aggregated in the same aggregate is stochastically bounded,
one can have a tighter and more accurate characterization of the per-flow service
received by a flow under aggregate scheduling, which is derived in Theorem 4.1 in
Chapter 4.
Theorem 4.1 in Chapter 4 has obtained the following result on the per-flow
stochastic service. Consider a node providing a service curve β to two flows f
and h which are FIFO aggregated. Let Ai(t) and A
∗
i (t) be the flow i (i = f, h)
input process and output process of the node, respectively. Suppose that Ah (t) ∼〈
fh, rh
〉
and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf
〉





from the node which is,
Pr
{
Af ⊗ βf (t)− A∗f (t) > σ
} ≤ fh (σ)
where βf (t) = β (t)− rht.
Based on the per-flow stochastic service, the stochastic burstiness increase of
a flow under the aggregate scheduling has been studied. Theorem 4.5 in Chapter
4 has derived the stochastic burstiness increase in the general case where it is not
clear whether all the input flows in the same aggregate are independent or not. In






, rf + ε
〉
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with





f f ⊗ fh (u− αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (s) = rfs, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s)− βf (s)}, and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Theorem 4.9 in Chapter 4 has derived the stochastic burstiness increase in the
case where all the input flows in the same aggregate are independent of each other.






, rf + ε
〉
with





1− F f ? F h (u− αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (t) = rf t, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s) − βf (s)}, βf (s) = β (s) − rhs,
F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ), and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) .
Notice that the bounding function gf is an upper bound of the steady state
queue length tail distribution in a constant rate server with rate rf + ε. To obtain
the non-conformance probability in a token bucket with token generation rate rf ,
the bounding function in a constant rate server with the rate rf for the output
flow f is needed. Therefore, a smaller rate i.e. rf − ε must be chosen for the initial
input flow f . Accordingly, the f f in the formula above needs to be replaced by
the bounding function under the rate rf − ε. In this case, Theorem 5.3 is needed
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to derive the gSBB bounding function of the input flow with upper rate rf − ε
passing through a token bucket shaper with token generation rate rf .
In particular, with Theorem 5.1, the following results on non-conformance prob-
ability bound are followed from Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.9.
Theorem 5.8. (Per-Flow Non-conformance Probability Bound under Ag-
gregation for General Case) Consider a node providing a service curve β to
two flows f and h which are FIFO-aggregated. Let A(t) be the input process of




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf − ε〉
for any 0 < ε < rf . The output of flow f is checked for its conformance by a
token bucket meter with token generation rate rf and token bucket depth σth. Let
Pnonconf (t) denote the probability that one packet is found to be OUT, then
Pnonconf (t) ≤ f f ⊗ fh
(





f f ⊗ fh (u− αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (s) = rfs, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s)− βf (s)}, and βf (s) = β (s)− rhs.
Theorem 5.9. (Per-Flow Non-conformance Probability Bound under Ag-
gregation for Independent Case) Consider a node providing a service curve β
to two flows f and h which are FIFO-aggregated. Let A(t) be the input process




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f f , rf − ε〉
for any 0 < ε < rf . The output of flow f is checked for its conformance by a
token bucket meter with token generation rate rf and token bucket depth σth. Let
Pnonconf (t) denote the probability that one packet is found to be OUT. If the flow
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f and h are independent of each other, then
Pnonconf (t) ≤ 1−F f?F h
(





1− F f ? F h (u− αf ® βf (0))) du
where αf (t) = rf t, αf ® βf (0) = sup
s≥0
{αf (s) − βf (s)}, βf (s) = β (s) − rhs,
F f (σ) = 1− f f (σ), and F h (σ) = 1− fh (σ) .
Remark: When the per-flow non-conformance probability in the first server
is analyzed, Theorem 5.9 can be used, since the two flows are independent of each
other. However, when they exit the first server, the result derived for the general
case in Theorem 5.8 needs to be used to analyze the non-conformance probability
in subsequent servers, since they will no longer be independent of one another when
they exit the server.
5.7.2 Per-Flow in Multi-Node Case
Combining the result obtained in Theorem 3.5 in Chapter 3 on the stochastic
burstiness bound after crossing a network of stochastic nodes in tandem and The-
orem 5.1 in Section 5.4, the non-conformance probability bound of a flow after
crossing an aggregate scheduling network can be obtained.
Theorem 5.10. (Multi-Node Non-Conformance Probability Bound) Con-
sider a flow crossing a path with N nodes in tandem and each node i provides a
stochastic service curve (βi,Γi) to the flow. Let A (t) be the input process of the
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flow to the system and A (t) ∼
〈
f, r −∑i=Ni=0 εi〉 for any 0 < ∑i=Ni=0 εi < r.The
output flow from the system is checked for its conformance by a token bucket
meter with token generation rate r and token bucket depth σth. Then the non-
conformance probability Pnonconf (t) is bounded by
Pnonconf (t)





gN−1 ⊗ ΓN (u− αN ® βN (0))) du
(5.3)
where





gi−1 ⊗ Γi (u− αi ® βi (0))) du
where αi(t) ≡ rt+ εi−1, i = 1 · · ·N, and g0 = f and ε0 = 0.
For a special case where all cross flows along the end-to-end path is independent
with the flow of interested, a tighter bound can be obtained in the same way as
Theorem 5.9.
Theorem 5.11. (Multi-Node Non-Conformance Probability Bound for
Independent Case) Consider a flow crossing a path with N nodes in tandem
and the i-th node providing a service curve βi to two flows f and hi which are




and Af (t) ∼
〈
f, r −∑i=Ni=0 εi〉
for any 0 <
∑i=N
i=0 εi < r.The output flow f from the system is checked for its
conformance by a token bucket meter with token generation rate r and token
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Figure 5.2: Aggregate scheduling in multi-node case
bucket depth σth. Then the non-conformance probability Pnonconf (t) of flow f is
bounded by
Pnonconf (t) ≤1− F gN−1 ? F hN
(

















1− F gi−1 ? F hi (u− αi ® βi (0))) du
where αi(t) ≡ rt+ εi−1, i = 1 · · ·N, F g0 = 1− f, F hi = 1− fhi and ε0 = 0.
The results presented in this section provide an approach for analyzing confor-
mance deterioration of a flow after crossing an aggregate scheduling network. In
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particular, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, the procedures are as following.
Procedures to obtain the end-to-end non-conformance probability
bound:
1. Determine the initial bounding functions for the stochastic burstiness of the
flow under consideration with rate r −∑i=Ni=0 εi, and each cross flow in the same
aggregate at each hop along the end-to-end path with rate rhi .
2. Determine the bounding functions for the stochastic burstiness of the flow
under consideration and each cross flow after passing through a token bucket shaper
according to Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.2, respectively.
3. Convert each aggregate scheduling server (providing a service curve to the
aggregate) to a per-flow scheduling server (providing a stochastic service curve to
the flow) according to Theorem 4.1.
4. Obtain the end-to-end non-conformance probability bound according to
Theorem 5.10 or Theorem 5.11.
5.7.3 Per-Aggregate Case
All the above results can be used to analyze the conformance deterioration of an
individual flow when it negotiates SLAs with networks along its end-to-end path.
However, there is another service configuration mentioned in Section 5.1 where the
individual user only establishes SLA with its first access network, and the access
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network will negotiate a bulk SLA for its corresponding aggregate of flows with its
next intermediate network. When such an aggregate exits the first network and
enters the next network, the aggregate will be checked for its conformance based
on the bulk SLA between these two domains. To study conformance deterioration
in this scenario, the stochastic burstiness for the whole aggregate needs to be
analyzed. Theorem 2.12 in Chapter 2 has derived the stochastic burstiness increase
of an aggregate with two flows, with which the following results for an aggregate
with N flows can be obtained.
Theorem 5.12. (Stochastic Burstiness for an Aggregate) Consider an ag-
gregate which consists of N flows with input process Ai (t), (i = 1, . . . , N). Assume
that for each flow i, Ai(t) ∼ 〈fi, ri〉. Let A (t) =
∑N
i=1Ai(t) be the input process








g (σ) = f1 ⊗ f2 · · · ⊗fN (σ)
If all the flows in the aggregate are independent of each other,
g (σ) = 1− F1 ? F2 · · · ?FN (σ) (5.5)
where Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ), for i = 1, 2 · · ·N .
Similarly, with the result above and Theorem 5.1, one can obtain a non-
conformance probability bound for the aggregate of flows.
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Corollary 5.2. (Non-conformance Probability Bound for an Aggregate)
Consider an aggregate which consists of N flows with input process Ai (t), (i =
1, . . . , N). Assume for each flow i, Ai(t) ∼ 〈fi, ri〉. The aggregate is checked for its
conformance by a token bucket meter with token generation rate
∑i=N
i=1 ri and token
bucket depth σth. Then, the non-conformance probability Pnonconf (t) is bounded
by
Pnonconf (t) ≤ f1 ⊗ f2 · · · ⊗fN (σth)
If all the flows in the aggregate are independent of each other,
Pnonconf (t) ≤ 1− F1 ? F2 · · · ?FN (σth)
where Fi (σ) = 1− fi (σ), for i = 1, 2 · · ·N .
5.8 Simulation Results
In this section, the analytical results are verified with simulations using ns-2 [57].
Figure 5.3 shows the network topology used in simulation which was also used in
[41], where traffic is sent from source Si to destination Di. There are two classes of
traffic competing for resources at each node, which is a GR server implementing
the WFQ scheduler. Traffic from sources S2i+1, i = 0, 1, 2, belong to class 1 and
traffic from sources S2i, i = 1, 2, belong to class 2 at each node. Before entering
the network, traffic from each source S2i+1 is shaped by a token bucket shaper to
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conform to a certain specification. The conformance deterioration of flow F1 from
S1 → D1 is investigated. The conformance of flow F1 is checked at the output port
R3 → D1 of node R3 using a token bucket meter. For simplicity, Poisson sources
are used for flows in traffic class 1 from S2i+1 → D2i+1 and exponential ON/OFF
sources are used for flows in traffic class 2 from S2i → D2i in the experiments. The
theoretical results on the conformance deterioration probability for the Poisson
input flow are verified. In [50], it has been shown that the queue length distribution
of a Poisson traffic input with mean arrival rate λ in a constant rate server with
server rate ρ satisfies:













Clearly, by definition, Poisson is one type of gSBB traffic whose bounding function
is given by the right-hand side of (5.6). Therefore, the non-conformance probability
bound of a Poisson traffic flow after crossing the network can be obtained by
applying this bounding function to the results derived in Sections 5.6 and 5.7.
5.8.1 Per-Flow Scheduling Network in Single Node Case
The first experiment considers the single node case. In this case, there are only
S1, S2,R1, R2,D1, D2 in the simulated network shown in Figure 5.3. Server R1 guar-
antees per-flow service to flow F1 from S1 → D1 since there is no other cross traffic
in traffic class 1 for flow F1. This scenario investigates the stochastic burstiness











Figure 5.3: Network topology used in simulation
increase of flow F1 after it passes one WFQ node R1. Poisson source S1 generates
flow F1 at an average rate of 45 pkts/sec. The size of each packet from flow F1
is fixed at 128 bytes. Therefore, the average sending rate of flow F1 is 45 kbps.
For the flow F2 from S2 → D2 in traffic class 2, an ON/OFF source is used which
has an average sending rate of 50 kbps and packet size 5 times that of flow F1.
Only the flow F1 is shaped by a token bucket shaper whose token generation rate
is 50 kbps and bucket depth is 15 tokens. The token size in all experiments is 128
bytes. The access link capacity of link S1 → R1 is 10 Mbps. The network core link
capacity of R1 → R2 is 200 kbps and the weight ratio between class 1 and class
2 is 1 : 1 for the WFQ node in the core network. Flow F1 belongs to class 1 and
F2 belongs to class 2. The link capacity of the last hop is 50 kbps. The last hop
R2 → D1 for F1 is a constant rate server, since there is no other traffic sharing
this link, which has the same rate as the token generation rate of the token bucket
shaper. The queuing length distribution at this hop is the virtual queuing length
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Figure 5.4: Queue length tail distribution after crossing a single node in a per-flow
scheduling network
distribution for flow F1, which is used to measure the stochastic burstiness of the
output traffic.
Figure 5.4 shows the simulated queue length tail distribution of flow F1 at






in (5.6) according to Corollary 5.1. For a WFQ scheduler here,
T = Lmax
C
, where C is its total capacity and the Lmax is the maximum packet size
among all flows in the same server. Lmax,1 is the maximum packet size for F1 and
R is the reserved rate for F1. The unit for the queue length is packet which has the
same size as the packets from flow F1. As can be seen from the figure, although
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Figure 5.5: Non-conformance probability after crossing a single node in a per-flow
scheduling network
flow F1 becomes more bursty after passing through node R1 since its virtual queue
length exceeds the token bucket depth 15, its burstiness increase remains bounded
by the theoretical result.
Next, the result for the non-conformance probability bound is verified. Figure
5.5 shows the simulated non-conformance probability and its theoretical bound.
For this, a token bucket meter with the same token generation rate 50 kbps as
the token bucket shaper is placed at the last hop of flow F1 to check its confor-
mance. The same experiment settings described above were adopted, except that
the bucket depth of the token bucket shaper at the ingress and the token bucket
meter at the last hop are changed in order to investigate the effect on the non-
conformance probability of flow F1. Note that the token bucket shaper at the
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ingress node and the token bucket meter at the last hop have the same parameters
in all experiments in order to check conformance for the considered flow F1. To
obtain the non-conformance probability bound, following procedures are used:
1. Determine the initial bounding function for the input flow F1 with rate
r = 50 kbps by using Equation. (5.6).
2. Determine the bounding functions for the stochastic burstiness of the flow
under consideration after passing through a token bucket shaper according to The-
orem 5.2.
3. Obtain the non-conformance probability bound for different token bucket
depth σth by using Inequality (5.1) in Corollary 5.1.
Figure 5.5 shows the simulated non-conformance probability and its theoretical
bound.
5.8.2 Aggregate Scheduling Network in Single Node Case
The second experiment considers the single node case in an aggregate scheduling
network. In this experiment, all other settings are exactly the same as in the first
experiment except that a cross flow F3 from S3 → D3 with the same source setting
(including token bucket shaping) as flow F1 enters the network and competes for
resources with flows F1 and F2 at the WFQ node R1. F1 and F3 are aggregated in
the same class (class 1) to verify the analytical results on the aggregate scheduling
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Figure 5.6: Queue length tail distribution after crossing a single node in an aggre-
gate scheduling network
network. Flow F2 belongs to class 2.
Figure 5.6 shows the simulated queue length distribution of flow F1 at its last
hop. The theoretical bound 2 is obtained by Theorem 5.9 which is derived from
Theorem 4.9, in which the stochastic service curve is derived from Theorem 4.1.
The theoretical bound 1 in Figure 5.6 is derived from Theorem 5.6. Figure 5.6
shows that the theoretical bound 2 is tighter than the theoretical bound 1. This
results from the fact that Theorem 4.9 makes use of the stochastic service curve
offered to flow F1 by the WFQ node under aggregate scheduling, which can be
derived from Theorem 4.1. In contrast, Theorem 5.6 uses the worst-case service
curve offered to the flow by the node under aggregate scheduling, which was derived
based on results from Lemma 5.1.
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Figure 5.7: Non-conformance probability after crossing a single node in an aggre-
gate scheduling network
Next, the result for the non-conformance probability bound is verified with
the same experiment settings described above, except that the bucket depth of
the token bucket shaper at the ingress node and the token bucket meter at the
last hop are changed in order to investigate the effect on the non-conformance
probability of flow F1. For the same reason as mentioned above, Figure 5.7 shows
that the theoretical non-conformance probability bound 2 is also tighter than the
theoretical non-conformance probability bound 1.
5.8.3 Aggregate Scheduling Network in Multi-Node Case
In the third experiment, the simulated network topology is exactly the same as
that shown in Figure 5.3. Traffic from sources S2i+1, i = 0, 1, 2, belong to class
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1 and traffic from sources S2i, i = 1, 2, belong to class 2 in each node. All other
settings are the same as in the experiments discussed above except that Poisson
sources S2i+1 generate flow F2i+1 at an average rate of 45 pkts/sec and exponential
ON/OFF flows F2i from S2i → D2i have an average sending rate of 50 kbps and
packet size 5 times that of flow F2i+1. The stochastic burstiness increase of flow F1
is explored to verify the analytical results on aggregate scheduling in the multi-node
case.
Figure 5.8 shows that after passing through 2 WFQ nodes, flow 1 becomes more
bursty, since the simulated result shows that at its last hop, the queue length,
which implies burstiness, can be larger than 15, the depth of the token bucket
shaper. Nevertheless, the simulation results are bounded by the theoretical bound
1 derived from Theorem 5.6 and theoretical bound 2 derived from Theorem 4.9
by applying (5.6) to these two theorems. For the same reason as explained in
the second experiment above, theoretical bound 2 is shown to be tighter than
theoretical bound 1, as expected.
The result on non-conformance probability bound is also verified with the same
experiment settings, except that the bucket depth of the token bucket shaper at
the ingress node and the token bucket meter at the last hop are changed in order
to investigate the effect on the non-conformance probability of flow F1. To obtain
the non-conformance probability bound, following procedures are used:
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Figure 5.8: Queue length tail distribution after crossing multi-nodes in an aggregate
scheduling network























Figure 5.9: Non-conformance probability after crossing multi-nodes in an aggregate
scheduling network
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1. Determine the initial bounding functions for the stochastic burstiness of F1
with rate r−∑i=Ni=0 εi = 50−1−1 = 48 kbps, and each cross flow with rate rhi=50
kbps.
2. Determine the bounding functions for the stochastic burstiness of F1 and
each cross flow after passing through a token bucket shaper according to Theorem
5.3 and Theorem 5.2, respectively.
3. Convert each aggregate scheduling server (providing a service curve to the
aggregate) to a per-flow scheduling server (providing a stochastic service curve to
the flow) according to Theorem 4.1.
4. Obtain the end-to-end non-conformance probability bound for different token
bucket depth σth by using Inequality (5.4) in Theorem 5.11.
Figure 5.9 shows the non-conformance probability of flow F1 after passing
through 2 WFQ nodes and the corresponding theoretical bounds. It is shown that
the theoretical bound 1 derived from Theorem 5.6 is close to 1, which is overly
conservative. The reason is that Theorem 5.6 uses the worst-case deterministic
per-flow service curve and each server will make the original burstiness bounding
function of flow F1 shift to the right by some constant amount according to Theo-
rem 5.6 and then the bound will be 1 in the range between 0 and the accumulation
of the constant amount. Therefore, if the accumulation of the constant amount
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due to shifting is greater than the token bucket depth, the non-conformance dete-
rioration probability bound derived from Theorem 5.6 will be close to 1, which is
overly conservative and indeed useless as a bound. On the other hand, since the
theoretical bound 2 derived from Theorem 4.9 makes use of the stochastic service
curve instead of worse case deterministic service curve, the bound is tighter than
the theoretical bound 1.
5.9 Summary
To clearly show the relationship between the theorems derived in this chapter and
previous chapters, a relationship map is presented in Figure 5.10. The list of
theorems can be found in Appendix.
This chapter has analytically studied the problem of conformance deterioration
in networks with SLAs. In particular, conformance deterioration is investigated
in a per-flow scheduling network where network servers guarantee a certain level
of service to each flow, and in an aggregate scheduling network where network
servers provide a certain level of service to each aggregation of flows to support
scalable QoS provisioning. Based on a relationship between the conformance dete-
rioration and stochastic burstiness increase established in this chapter, analytical
bounds were obtained on conformance deterioration probability for the per-flow








































































Figure 5.10: Relationship map of theorems in Chapter 5
the stochastic burstiness increase of flows after crossing various network elements
in these two network scenarios. These results are not only useful for the analysis
of the situation presented in this chapter, but also shed some light on conformance
analysis in aggregate scheduling networks with other general topologies.
As shown by the simulation results in Section 5.8, there is still some room for
improvement on the non-conformance probability bound. The non-conformance
probability bound may be improved by further research. Note that figures 5.4,
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5.6 and 5.8 show that the theoretical bounds on the queue length tail distribution
of output flows in the virtual queuing system are close to the simulation results.
However, since the non-conformance probability checked by the token bucket meter
is bounded by the probability that the queue length of the output flow in the
virtual queuing system exceeds the token bucket depth as shown in Theorem 5.1.
Therefore, the major cause for the looseness of the non-conformance bounds is the
difference between the non-conformance probability and the probability that the
queue length in the virtual queuing system exceeds a certain threshold. Further
study on the differences between the token bucket meter and the virtual queuing
system may lead to a much tighter non-conformance probability bound.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Further Research
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, a stochastic network calculus has been proposed for stochastic QoS
analysis and applied to conformance study. Firstly, the thesis studied the stochas-
tic QoS performance of a flow under a single and a network of deterministic servers
in tandem. The stochastic QoS performance includes the stochastic backlog bound,
queueing delay bound and output stochastic burstiness bound. Subsequently, the
derived results have been extended to study stochastic QoS for a flow under deter-
ministic aggregate scheduling servers.
After the analysis for deterministic servers, a more general server, i.e. the
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stochastic server has been studied. In particular, various stochastic QoS perfor-
mance bounds have been derived for the single node case. In addition, the input-
output relation of a stochastic server has been derived, with which the end-to-end
stochastic QoS performance bounds of a flow crossing a network stochastic servers
in tandem are obtained.
Based on analysis of the stochastic server, the per-flow stochastic QoS perfor-
mance of a flow under aggregate scheduling has also been studied in the thesis. It
has been proved that a deterministic server offering a deterministic service curve
to an aggregate of flows can be regarded as a stochastic server for each individual
flow in the aggregate without any crossing traffic. Based on this finding, various
results on the per-flow stochastic QoS performance have been derived under ag-
gregate scheduling without the need of the independence assumption on the flows
sharing a common link. In addition, a special case where all the input flows in the
same aggregate are independent of each other has been considered, which would
lead to tighter stochastic QoS performance bounds.
Finally, the stochastic network calculus proposed in this thesis has been applied
for conformance study for a network with Service Level Agreements (SLAs). For
this study, conformance deterioration has been investigated in a per-flow schedul-
ing network where network servers guarantee a certain level of service to each flow,
and in an aggregate scheduling network where network servers provide a certain
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level of service to each aggregation of flows. Based on a relationship between con-
formance deterioration and stochastic burstiness increase established in the thesis,
analytical bounds on conformance deterioration probability have been obtained for
the per-flow scheduling and per-aggregate scheduling cases. In addition, for the ag-
gregate scheduling case, the stochastic behavior of an aggregate scheduling server
towards an individual flow is utilized to obtain a tighter bound on non-conformance
probability.
6.2 Contributions of this Thesis
6.2.1 A Calculus for Stochastic QoS Analysis [65]
• In this thesis, a stochastic network calculus has been proposed to systemat-
ically analyze the end-to-end stochastic QoS performance of a system with
stochastically bounded input traffic over a network of deterministic and
stochastic servers.
• For the study of the per-flow stochastic QoS, it is proved that a deterministic
server offering a deterministic service curve to an aggregate of flows can be
regarded as a stochastic server for each individual flow without any cross
traffic. Based on this finding, the calculus is extended and various results
on per-flow stochastic QoS performance have been derived under aggregate
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scheduling.
6.2.2 Conformance Study [66]
The thesis makes the following contributions in conformance study.
• To the best of the author’s knowledge, it is the first attempt to analytically
investigate conformance deterioration in networks with SLAs.
• It proposes a method for this investigation by relating conformance deterio-
ration to the stochastic burstiness increase of flows under consideration.
• It contributes explicit analytical results on conformance deterioration for per-
flow scheduling networks.
• In an aggregation scheduling network, the stochastic behavior of a server is
studied to obtain a tighter bound on non-conformance probability.
6.3 Further Research
Another topic that needs further research is the design of network elements to
achieve optimal output burstiness and/or to reduce non-conformance probabil-
ity. Analytical results in this thesis have shown that output burstiness and non-
conformance are functions of the (stochastic) service curves provided by network
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elements passed by the flow. Hence, it may be possible to design these network
elements such that their service curves could result in minimal burstiness increase
and minimal non-conformance.
The stochastic network calculus proposed in this thesis provides a general frame-
work for stochastic QoS analysis in computer networks. Recenlty, it has been used
for admission control to provide stochastic QoS guarantees in [64]. It can also
be applied to stochastic QoS provisioning in computer networks. For example,
a service curve earliest deadline (SCED) first based scheduling policy has been
proposed in [58] to provide deterministic QoS to input flows by allocating a cer-
tain deterministic service curve. It will be interesting to investigate whether a
stochastic scheduling policy can be designed to allocate a certain stochastic service
curve to input flows, thus providing stochastic QoS to input flows. In addition,
the calculus may be used for network dimensioning to determine the amount of
network resources needed for input traffic to meet the stochastic end-to-end QoS
requirements.
For the conformance study, as shown by the simulation results in Chapter
5, there is still some room for improvement in the non-conformance probability
bound. The non-conformance probability bound may be improved by the following
approaches that require further research.
Firstly, the non-conformance probability bound in the analysis is bounded by
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the probability that the queue length in the virtual queuing system exceeds a
certain threshold as shown in Theorem 5.1. Further study on the differences be-
tween the token bucket meter and the virtual queuing system may lead to a tighter
non-conformance probability bound.
Secondly, we cannot prove the concatenation property for the stochastic service
curve due to some difficulties as shown in Chapter 3. In deterministic network cal-
culus, concatenation property for the deterministic service curve can help improve
the bounds in the network case. We believe such property will also help to improve
the bounds in stochastic environments. Some efforts [61][62][63] have been made
along this direction recently.
Thirdly, it is hard to characterize the independence of server process and traffic
arrival process as discussed in Chapter 4. Therefore, even under the assumption
that the two input flows are independent, we cannot obtain the corresponding
tighter results for this independence case. Some work [63] has been done recently
along this direction.
Fourthly, considering the effect of link speed regulation on stochastic burstiness
increase will help to improve the stochastic burstiness bound.
Lastly, the worst case latency term of the scheduler at each node was used
in the analysis. Knowledge on the distribution of the latency term for different
schedulers will enable us to obtain tighter bounds on non-conformance probability.
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In addition to these approaches, the method used in the thesis was based on the
assumption that the bounding function for the stochastic burstiness of each cross
traffic flow at each hop is known or can be easily obtained. While such functions
can be easily obtained for many network topologies, it is not clear what they will
be for networks with more general topologies where flows may join and leave the
aggregate along the end-to-end path of the considered flow, as studied in [59] and
[60] in the deterministic environment. Hence, conformance analysis for aggregate
scheduling networks with general topologies needs further investigation.
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